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Part II.
"A STUDY OF THE CHARACTERS OF THE STREPTOCOCCI
OF DAIRY LACTIC ACID FERMENTATIONS, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE SO-CALLED
STREPTOCOCCUS LACTICUS GROUP."
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Cooperation of Mr. Roy C. Avery.
A part of the study to be reported in the following pages
was carried on in conjunction with Mr. R. C. Avery. th his
kind permission, I have included that work in Part II of this
thesis. By the incorporation of this work, it has been possible
to strengthen data obtained independently by additional and
similar data on a larger number of strains of lactic streptococci.
I wish to take this occasion not only to acknowledge the
cooperation of Mr. Avery in that part of the work in which he
was actually associated, but also to express my appreciation
of the extension of his interest to those parts of the investiga-
tion in which he was not an active associate.
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INTRODUCTION
The Streptococcus lacticue group originally proposed by
Kruse in 1903 had almost unlimited boundaries and would
include practically any nonpathogenic milk souring streptococcus.
Today, the group is interpreted in much the same way by many
authors. However, notwithstanding the fact that the so-called
lactic group may be a most inclusive collection, there is a
possibility that the present treatment is somewhat too indefinite
to furnish a basis for the answer of a number of questions of
biological and economic importance.
Its present status conditions the interpretation of the
relation of the lactic type to the various other types recognized
in proppsed systems of streptococcal grouping. A more complete
knowledge of the lactic group would aid most materially in the
intelligent interpretation of the significance of streptococci
in milk and milk products, and also should precede the assign-
ment of the biological agency of important chemical changes in
agricultural products. The establishment of the distribution
and source of lactic streptococci and the question of whether
this type is also responsible for the lactic acid fermentation
of plant products must await the assignment of more definite
boundary lines to the so-called Streptococcus lact icus group.
The present indefinite status of the lactic group is in no
small part due to the reasons v/hich have complicated the status
of practically every group of streptococci. "Various authors
in attempting to name or classify streptococci have fixed their
attention upon different characters as criteria". (Brown, 1 CJ19)

For that resson, many of the frequent comparisons of Streptococcus
lacticus with Streptococcus pyogenes could be interpreted only
after an interpretation of the authors' conceptions of the meaning
of the two terms.
The work of Sherman and Alb us in the comparison of "pyogenic"
strains presumably of udder origin with lactic strains obtained
from soured commercial milk, was a distinct step in advance. The
study of the streptococci of cheese by Evans (1918) furnishes still
better evidence of the value of a cumulative characterization of
the lactic group. By employing a number of characters, she was
able to distinguish the true lactic from other types of
streptococci which would be labeled Streptococcus lacticus by the
usual, casual treatment.
Sherman and Albus proposed the following character^ sties
to distinguish the lactic type from the so-called Streptococcus
pyogenes type; reduction of dyes, inability to ferment sucrose,
ability to grow at 10° but not at 43° C. Evans (1918) has
characterized the Streptococcus lacticus group as follows:
characteristic reduction of litmus milk; production of about
0.12 g. of acetic acid per litre of skim milk; carbohydrates
fermented in following order of availability: lactose, salicin,
mannitol, and sucrose; formation of crystals in milk cultures
by a large percentage of strains; decrease in true acidity of
yeast peptone broth of initial pH 6.0 by a majority of strains.
These and other characters which have been proposed in the differ-
ential study of the lactic &roup will be reviewed in the following
pages.

OBJECT OF IIJVZSTIGATI.
The present work is presented not as an
attempt to characterize or bound the so-called
Streptococcus lactic as group, but merely as a re-
port on the characters exhibited by a number of
strains which were present in large numbers in
fermentation systems in which lactic streptococci
are usually the dominant type.
s:

kit
I. Selection and Isolation of Strains.
The number of strains studied in this investigation is
not large, "but special attention was given to their selection
to prevent duplication.
The source of the strains is recorded below.
s Cream
SK Commercially j^asteurized skim milk
G Milk
C Cream
Commercially pasteurized milk
Milk
MA.C Commercial starter
IN Ice cream
X Laboratory pasteurized milk
z Laboratory pasteurized milk
PD Commercial starter
I Milk
2 Commercial starter
3 Commercial starter
4 Li Ik
5 Oleomargarine
6 Milk
7 Butter
8 Butter
9 Milk
Strains S to PD were isolated in this laboratory with the
following relations in mind:
Strains from mil/ and milk products : At the time of souring,
the lactic type of streptococcus has oecome dominant in the
natural flora :, For this reason, milk and cream samples
were allowed to undergo natural lactic acid fermentation at room
temperature. Plates were then poured from high dilutions to
obtain the strains predominating in the various samples, .e milk
and cream were obtained from different producers since there is
a possibility of certain strains becoming locally dominant in a
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particular dairy. Only one strain was included from each
producer or collecting station.
Strains from " Starters "; The lactic type of streptococcus
is commonly the microbial agent of commercial "starters". Due
to the extensive use of these preparations in the controlled
fermentation of milk and cream for the manufacture of butter,
fermented milk drinks, and certain cheeses, a study of strains
from these sources seemed particularly desirable. Strains
were obtained by inoculating sterile milk with the "starter"
and isolating the strain dominant in the fermented milk culture
after inculation at room temperature.
Strains 1 to 9 were furnished as butter "starters" or as
strains of lactic organisms, through the kindness ox* the
Dairy and Bacteriology Departments of the following Agricultural
Colleges: Vermont, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Lc ti an (2),
Wisconsin, Kentucky, Florida and Oregon. The original sources
of these strains are given as furnished by their contributors.*
All strains were replated three times after the original
isolation to insure their purit; . Stock cultures were main-
tained by litmus milk cultures, which were placed in the ice-box
after 12 hours preliminary incubation at 30° C. Unless noted
otherwise, all characters were obtained by use of inocula of
one tenth cc. from 12-hour broth cultures, which had been
"invigorated" by four successive 12-hour transfers.
For comparative purposes, the following strains representing
other types of streptococci were also included in some of the tests.
i sh to take this occasion to express our
appreciation of their courtesy.

s.
Human hemolytic strains : S67, S271, S84, S12, S125,
S72, S<^2, S273, S70, S55, S23. These strains weiv furnished
by Dr. 0. T. Avery of the Rockefeller Institute for Liedical
Research. They represent a typical collection of hemolytic
streptococci from human sources. ~st of them were isolated
from pathological conditions. The actual source of these
strains and a further description of their characters are
furnished "by Avery and Cullen and by Dochez, Avery and
Lance field.
Hemolytic mastitis and udder strains: VI, V2, C53, C57,
C59, C67, C69, L126. These strains were also furnished through
the kindness of Dr. 0. T. Avery. They represent a collection
of hem lytic strains isolated from the udders of cows and from
cases of mastitis. A further description of these strains is
furnished by . T. avery and Cullen, by Jones, and by R. C.
Avery
•
Cheese strain : Strain HH. is included as a representative
of the group of hemolytic "cheese" streptococci studied by
R. u. Avery.
Sauerkraut strain : Strain K is included as a representative
of a small number of strains isolated from sauerkraut in this
laboratory.
II. iiorphology
Previous reports:
The early descriptions of Leichmann and of Gointher and
Thierfelder describe the lactic acid organism as short rods with
lanceolate or rounded ends, usually appearing in pairs or short

chains. Kruse, HSlling and neinemann interpreted them as
streptocccci. The morphological resemblance of lactic
streptococci to the pneumococcus was pointed out by Eruse,
Hfllling, and Saito.
~ny attempts have "been made to use as a differential
character the tendency of lactic streptococci 1,0 form elongated
rod-like colls. Similar attempts have also been made on
the basis of length of chains. These distinctions are no
longer considered of differential value. Evans (1918) states
that Streptococcus lacticus cannot be distinguished by
morphology.
Present observations:
Infusion broth cultures of the lactic strains exhibited
chains, varying in length from diplo cocci to those with 12 to
16 cell members. In milk cultures, shorter chains and
diplococci predominated.
III. Reduction Phenomena in litmus Milk.
Previous reports:
Heinemann (1906) in his studies on the relation of the
lactic organisms to other streptococci, reported that "litmus
milk is decolorized by Bacterium lactis acidi and all streptococci
in the same typical manner". "The solid coagulum turns v/hite
leaving a pink ring at the top, which gradually extends toward
the bottom". Apparently, this statement included the streptococci
from pathological conditions.

to
Esten (1909) observed that litmus was completely reduced
by the true lactic organism before coagulation occurred,
(this sequence of coagulation and reduction is the opposite to
that reported by Heinemann). He considered the reduction
phenomenon exhibited in litmus milk cultures to be a valuable
differential character for the lactic organism, Rogers and
Dahlberg (1912) found that this test served as a means of
distinguishing between strains from the saliva and from the
udder of cows. Evans (1916) and Sherman and Albus (1918)
have used this test to advantage in comparative studies of
lactic and udder types. Hart, Hastings, Flint and Evans (1914),
and Evans (1918) have found it .of value in the diiferentiation
of lactic streptococci from other types of streptococci found
in cheese. Broadhurst (1915) did not find the behavior in
litmus milk correlated with the origin of streptococci. Although
many of the milk strains included in her study must have been
true lactics, she does not mention reduction phenomena. Jensen
(1919) does not consider the reduction of litmus milk of any
value in the differentiation of lactic acid bacteria.
Salter (1921) has reported the behavior of a number of
hemolytic hjnkan strains in litmus milk. One of the strains
reduced the dye. He believed it a valuable character in
distinctions between the more common streptococci of milk and
pathogenic strains, although some pathogenic strains may not be
differentiated by that means. Salter also describes a number
of nem-pathogenic hemolytic strains from milk which reduce litmus
milk and closely resemble the so-callec Streptococcus lacticus .

//.
The characteristic behavior of litmus milk cultures of lactic
streptococci is in general use among agricultural bacteriologist
as a routine character in the determination of the Streptococcus
lact icus group.
Present observations:
Procedure : Medium: Sterile skim milk, cdntaining
sufficient litmus to give the milk a robin egg blue color after
sterilization. All of the strains of the various types were
inoculated in this medium. Frequent observations were made
to furnish records of sequence of of reduction and coagulation
and to avoid failure to observe possible, transient reduction.
He suits : All of the so-called lactic strains rapidly
and completely reduced the dye; reduction occurred "before
coagulation. None of the human or bovine cultures exhibited
similar pictures, although incomplete reduction occurred with
several of the human strains. The cheese hemolytic strain
reduces litmus milk in exactly the same manner as do the lactic
strains. The strain from sauerkraut gives only faint, if any
reduction.
In conjunction with the 10° and 43° temperature tests,
observations were made on the reduction pictures given by the
lactics at these temperatures. At 43
,
the same sequence of
reduction was exhibited as at the usual incubation temperatures.
At 10 all strains completely reduce the litmus as the first
evidence of growth. However, due to the retardation of
coagulation and the slow rate of growth, typical pictures are
not always evidenced. The pink color, which returns, in many

ncases extended to the bottom of the tube before coagulation
occurred.
Although litmus milk culture is a valuable routine,
preliminary test for lactic streptococci, it can not serve as
an independent differential characteristic. The same reduction
is also effected oy certain members of other groups; it was
exhibited by practically all strains of the hemolytic cheese
group studied by R. C. iivery.
IV. Final H-Ion Concentration in Glucose Broth.
Previous reports:
Baehr (1910) reported that a larger amount of tit ratable
acid was formed by lactic streptococci than by strains assigned
to the Streptococcus pyogenes group. He believed this relation
served as an aid in the differentiation of these two groups of
streptococci.- Similar statements are reported by several
authors. Such observations are of course entirely dependent upon
the various interpretations of the Streptococcus pyogenes group.
The introduction of H-ion concentration measurements have
been of little value in the absolute differentiation of the lactic
group. However, the pH values reached by the lactic streptococci
in glucose broth have cerved to place them in the "high acid"
group of J4.ye
v
rs (1916). This character would also distinguish
them from the "human" type of the so-called Strept ococcus
hemolytic us group (Avery and Cullen), but the final H-ion
concentration of the lactic group varies within approximately
the same zone as in the case of the "bovine" strains of the
hemolytic group.
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Pre tent observations:
Procedure : jdium: standard infusion broth, pH 7.2,
containing one per cunt glucose. Tests were made bj the method
described by Avery and Cullen (1919). H-ion concentrations
were determine ^ colorimetrieally after 48 hours incubation at
i>7° C.
Results : The final H-ion concentration varied from pH 4.1
to 4.5. The values for the various strains are reported in the
ta bular sumi.a ry
.
In this medium, the final H-ion concentrations of the Daactic
cultures, as an independent character, merely places them in the
large and heterogenous "high acid" group of Ayers. In the
characterization of lactic streptococci, the value of H-ion
concentration measurements seems to be that of a preliminary,
but primary, differential character.
V. Behavior on Blood Agar.
Previous reports:
The confusion resulting from the differences in emphasis
placed upon the various differential characters used in the
characterization of streptococci, is especially evident in a
review of the literature on the hemolytic ability of the lactic
tj-pe of streptococci.
'tiler (1906) found no difference in the hemolytic action of
"pyogenic" streptococci and of streptococci from milk. Howeve.,
his report cannot be used in the ast ant of hemolysis to the
lactic streptococci, as in the selection of his strains he
probably ruled out most oi the common lactic types upoi.

IH
morphological grounds. Uieter (1907), Baehr (1910), Shippen (1914)
report that the lactic streptococci exhibit no hemolysis.
£>aito (1912) reported that his lactic strains did not always show
hemolysin; when present, it was "usually extended, diffuse, but
often not complete". Puppel (1912) investigated a large number
of strains from milk and compared them with those from human
sources. He reports differences in the ability of the strains
to hemolyze different kinds of blood* On rabbit's blood a
number of the milk strains showed "strong" hemolysis. Puopel
reviews the work of a number of authors and points out that,
with the exception of Litlller, these authorities agreed that the
"milk streptococci" show no, or "only traces" of, hemolysis.
Strept o coccus lacticus is recorded as non-hemolytic on the
»
blood plate, in von lingelshein's summary (1912).
Ruedtger (1912) reported that Streptococcus lacticus
could be distinguished from Streptococcus pyogenes by the
greenish discoloration of blood oy the lactic colonies.
Broadhurst (1915) reported that "green™ or"green haze"
discoloration was the only change produced on blood plates
by twenty strains from milk (some of v/hich probably were lactic
streptococci )
.
Heinemann (1915) claims that after animal passage, two
originally non-nemolytic strains of Streptococcus lacticus
acquired the ability to hemolyze to :,ome extent.
Davis (1916, 1918) reported tnat Streptococcus Lacticus
usually produces a green colori^ation on blood agar without
appreciable hemolysis. He (1918) also reports on certain
hemolytic strains from milk which are at least closely related
to his non-hemolytic lactic strains. palter (1921) has
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also reported hemolytic strains from milk which seem to a c ree
feh the usual characterization of Streptococcus lacticus in
all of the characters which he tested.
Present observations:
Procedure : Brown (1919) has emphasized the need of
employing standard procedures in the study of the hemolytic action
of streptococci on the blood plate. The conditions he advises
ire maintained in the present investigation.
0.6 cc. of defibrinated rabbit blood was added to tubes
containing 12 cc. melted standard infusion agar, pH 7,4.
Properly dilated suspensions were prepared from 12-hour broth
cultures of each strain; the blood agar was inoculated and
shaken; plates were poured and incubated in moist air at 37° C.
j-croscopic and microscopic observations wer. made at trie
end of 24 hours. A warm room was used for these observations
and plates wer~ returned to the incubator without delay. At
the end of 48 hours incubation at 37° 0., the plates were
refrigerated at 10° C. for 48 hours. Examinations were ihhen
made •
Results:
Description of appearances on blood agar.
After incubation at 37° C. : Two strains, a and PB, exhibit
the Seta type of hemolysis (Smith and Brown
)
f Colonies were
surrounded by a perfectly clear, colorless zone of hemolysi
,
after 18 to 24 hours incubation at 37° C. est of the other
1 ctic strains exhibited zones of greenish discoloration
varying in extent. &fter 48 hours incubation, strains Z, 5 and 7

lb.
often produced very wide discolored zones around the surface
colonies, at times simulating hemolysis unless examined carefully.
Two of the lactic strains, f and S K, and the sauerkraut strain,
never produced appreciable discolorization of the medium.
Differences in "behavior on blood agar seem to be exhibited by
the surface and deep colonies of some strains.
..iter refr i geration : The above strains which had produced
metheinaglobin at 57 C, exhibited more or less clear zones
surrounding a distinct inner ring of non-hemolyzed corpuscles
next to the colony. These zones varied in area with the
different strains.
The photographs shown in the following plates are offered
as types of the different appearances observed.

Tabid I.
Behavior on Blood Agar Plates
After Stated Periods of Incubation and Refrigeration,
17.
St ra in 24 hr. at 37 C.
Surface Deep
S Indiff
.
Indiff.
SK Indiff Indiff.
G. ...ethem. them.
C Didiff. Indiff.
w. Indiff. Indi if
.
u Indiff. Indiff.
AC Indiff. ;.iethem.
z Hem. Hem.
z .j them. Lie t hem
PD Hem. Hem.
IB Ind iff Indilf.
1 Indiff. Indiff.
2 .jthem. lie t hem •
3 Lie t hem Ljethem.
4 Indiff. Indiff.
5 tethera Methem.
6 Indiff, Indiff.
7 jthem. Liethem.
8 Indiff. Indiff.
9 Liethem. them.
Indiff. Indiff.
48 hr. at 37° C. 48 hr. at 8 C.
Surface Deep Surface Deep
Lie them. Uethem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Indiff. Indiff. Indifi
.
Indifi.
Met hem. Liethem
.
R. Hem. R. Hem
.
Liethem. 3 them. R. Hem ... Hem.
Indi ff
.
Indiif Indiff. Indiff.
Liethem. i.ie t hem R. Kern.* R. Hem.*
Me t hem jthem. [ethem. ethem.
Hem. Hem.
Liethem. i..ethem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Hem. Hem.
Indiff. ^them. Indiff. jthem.
Indiff. jthem. Indiff. R. Hem.*
Liethem. jthem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Liethem. Methem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Indiff. i..athem. Indiff. ethem.
Liethem. Jthem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Liethem. Methem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Liethem. jthem. . Hem. .. Hem.
Liethan. jthem. R. Hen.
.
R. Hem>
liethem. ethem. R. Hem. R. Hem.
Ini iff Indiff. Indiff. Indiff.
Indiff.
Me them.
Hem.
R. Hem.
uhem.
Indif le rent
Methema^lobin production
Hemolysis of the Beta T^pe (Smith and Brown)
Clear Zones after Refrigeration (Alpha Type.
(Smith and Brown)
Clear Zones but Very Harrow
Very V;ide Discolored Zones

It
It is evident in the above table th£ o most oi' th ctic
strains are methema^ xoducers. The two Bti - ah
exhibit the Beta type of hemolysis, have also been tested for
their hemolytics tit re in saline solution of washed bit blood
cells according to the technique given in the U. S« War Manual
No. 6. In this test, they produced complete hemolysis es
rapidly as the human strains.
Tests of the behavior of all of the strains on blood agar
h ve been made several times during- the past year. .ile
quantitative differences were observed in the methemaglouin
production of various strains, in no case did a strain show
hemolysis at one time and not at another. Tests made in which
extract agar was used a:_ the base, gave inconstant and
difficultly interpreted results.
VI. Volatile Acid Production
Previous reports:
Lactic acid bacteria of the Streptococcus lacticus type
v/ere formerly SuLppo§«d to produce lactic acid alone as the
product of the fermentation of sugars. (Leichmann) It has
been shown, however, (Jensen (1904), Evans (1916), Hammer (1919),
that small amounts of volatile acid are also produced in milk
cultures of lactic streptococci. Hart, Hastings, Flint and
Evans (1914), and Evans (1918) have used the relative amount of
volatile acid produced in the fermentation of milk as a character
of advantage in the differentiation of certain t^pes of streptococci
from the true lactic.

/?.
The possible advantages of the measurements of the actual
products of the fermentation of sugars by streptococci as a
means of describing stareptococci are apparently unexplored.
The recognition of types of streptococci in cheese by
Hart, Hastings, Flint and Evans (1914) and Zvans (1918) is an
indication of the differences in volatile acid production of
different groups important in agricultural products. Prom
the standpoint of the Streptococcus lacticus group as a member
of the laiger group of lactic acid bacteria, this is pe^ha_,s
the most important ana fundamental character. However, ...ore
should be known concerning the substrate of the volatile acid
producing reaction before its use ac a character in the grouping
of lactic acid bacteria.
Present observations:
Procedures The volatile acid production in skim milk was
determined in the case of five lactic strains.
Flasks containing 500 cc . sterile skim milk were inoculated
with 10 cc. of IE-hour milk cultures; analyses were made after
10 days incubation at o0° 0. To obtain results comparable
to those reported by Evans (1916), the same procedure was
employed. Volatile acids were freed by addition of dilute
phosphoric acid until culture was acid to Congo red. The
cultures were distilled with steam until 2,000 cc . oi distillate
had been collected. The distillate was neutralized v.ith
barium hydroxide and evaporated to small volume. The barium
salts were decomposed by addition of sulfuric acid. Volume
was ..iade up to 110 cc. and the mixture was distilled by the
-thod of Duclaux. .3 comparative figures were all that was
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desired at the tim®, the results were calculated a„d reported
in terms of 0.1 N acetic acid.
ite suits : Jensen and Evans believe acetic acid represents
at least most of the volatile acia production of lactic strep-
tococci. All of the data obtained in this investigation do
not agree with Duclaux's constants for acetic acid, which may
be due to experimental error or to errors inherent in the
method.
The cultures tested produced between 9.08 and 13.40 cc.
0.1 N acetic acid in 500 cc. skim milk. These strains
showed a close agreement in volatile acid production v/ith
those studied by Evans (1 CJ18); who found about 0.12 g.
acetic acid per liter in milk cultures of Streptococcus
3 cticus .
The results are recorded in the tauular summary.
They are not presented as absolute values, but the;y serve
to show that only small amounts of volatile acid are produced
in milk cultures of lactic streptococci.
In spite of the unknown value of the relative volatile
acid production in the grouping of streptococci, its
importance in a consideration of the lactic streptococci cannot
be over emphasized. The importance of such products of
fermentation in butter and other dair^/ manufactures in which
the lactics play a prominent part, warrants its further in-
vestigation.

2/.
VII. Influence of Temperature Upon Growth.
Previous reports:
Opt imuin temperature : Optimum temperature relations for
growth should be "based upon rates rather than upon final
products. Such determinations are difficult to make, and
there is considerable confusion between rates and final
products in the literature concerning the optimum temperature
for growth of the lactic streptococci. Most authorities
o
agree on oQ as the approximate optimum temperature of the
lactic organism.
Limiting temperatures : leichmann (1896) reported that
his lactic strain did not change milk in eight days at 9-12°Q.
;
at 12-14° C. it curdled milk in six and one half days. Xruse
(1903), Baehr (1910), Shippen (1914), Sherman and Albus (1916),
and others have reported that Streptococcus lacticus las a
lov/er minimum temperature than ihe so-called Streptococcus
pyogenes group. Stowell and Hilliard (1912) came to the
conclusion that temperature relations offer the most valuable
differential character in distinguishing between the usual
streptococci from milk and those; from human throats.
The maximum temperature has also beui used a s a character
of the lactic group. Leichmann (1896) observed scanty growth
at 42° in milk cultures of his lactic strain/ Sherman and
Albus (1918) found most of their laotio strains did not grow
in milk at 43° C.
Present observations:
o o
rrocedure : Temperatures of 10 and' 4^ , which were used
by Sherman and Albus in their study of lactic and "pyogenic"
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udder strains, were chosen as test temperatures. 0.1 cc. of
an 18-hour broth culture was introduced into 10 cc. of sterile
litmus milk. The medium was brought to the test temperatures
previous to inoculation, which were maintained during the
procedure. Duplicates were run on each temperature series.
The 45° series was incubated fifteen lays; the 10° series,
forty-two days. Two experiments were performed; one in
February, 1920, and the other in March, 1921. The results
are given in the following table.
Por purposes of comparison, the behavior of the human
hemolytic and the udder or mastitis hemolytic strains, to a
temperature of 10°, are of interest. This was tested as
follows; Inocula of 0.3 cc . of 18-hour broth cultures of
each strain were introduced into duplicate tubes of glucose
infusion broth. Observations of gross appearance were made
v/eekly for seven weeks, after which time a colorimetric
ctompariton of the pH value of the control and of the test
cultures were made as a check on uhe presence or obsenee of
growth.
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Table II.
Growth oi Different Types of Streptococci at 10 and &t 4o C.
Lactic Strains.
Strains Tested
S
SK
G
C
I
;.;
mac
IN
z
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10° C.
19 £0 and 19 21
growth
it
n
u
ii
n
IT
it
ti
ii
ii
ti
n
ii
ii
n
it
it
Feb. 1920
no growth
it
It It
II II
II It
It It
It It
II It
growth
it
no growth
it it
it
tt
IT
II
TT
II
IT
IT
TT
IT
II
It
45° C.
March., 19 21
no growth
it n
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Res Lilts : With the cultures tested, the 43° temperature test
would seem to oe of very limited value. The reason for the larger
number of positive tests after a year's cultivation Is difficult to
explain.
The 10° C. temperature test would seem to be of value in
differentiating certain types of streptococci from the lactic. All
of the lactic milk strains grew at 10 G. After six weeks incuba-
tion, most of the strains had coagulated in milk. The cultures
which had not produced sufficient changes in the milk to cause its
coagulation at 10° C, coagulated within five minutes after being
immersed in a 27° C.water bath.
Hone of the hemolytic human and mastitis strains produced any
change in the glucose feroth. Although all of the broth had reached
a pH value of approximately 6.7, no difference in the H-ion
concentration of the tests and controls could be detected.
While growth at low temperatures might possibly serve to
distinguish the lactic type from most pathogenic strains, it would
not serve as a differential character in comparative studies of
other streptococci of more facultative temperature requirements.
There are probably many types of streptococci possessing at least
as low temperature requirements as that exhibited by the true lactic.
As an example, many of the hemolytic streptococci from cheese
studied by R. C. Avery grow readily at this temperature.
VIII. Ability to Survive Pasteurization.
Previous reports:
The heat resistance of streptococci is an exceedingly important
character, although its value as a differential character of the
lactics as a group is of limited application. The ability of
different type* of streptococci to survive the pasteurization of

milk is c sat significance fro., economic and sanitary aspects.
In the extensive and valuable literature which has contributed to
the establishment of the conditions of the process, differences
are evident in the heat resistance of different streptococci. It
has been demonstrated that few, if any, pathogenic strains are
able to survive thirty minutes heating in milk at 62.8° C. The
lactic group vary among themselves in their ability to survive this
heating process. Many of them, hov.ever, are able to survive in
numbers sufficient to control the subsequent microbial changes in
pasteurized milk, Salter (1921) has recently shown that in milk
at 60° C, a higher thermal death rate is exhibited by hemolytic
pathogenic strains than by "milk" strains.
Present observations:
Procedure : In our experiments, tests were simply made of the
ability of the different strains to survive the temperature— ti ..e
conditions of the usual pasteurization process, as in the older
"thermal death-tpoint" determinations. It seemed that daily
observations of the incubated t ests would furnish means of distin-
guishing strains which survived the process in large numbers from
those of which only a few cells survived. lor the interpretation
of the resistance of lactic strains to pasteurization, this is
probably all that is necessary.
Tubes containing 10 cc . of sterile litmus milk were immersed
in a water bath. .ien the milk attained th«- temperature of 62.6° C,
0.1 cc. of 18-hour broth cultures was added to duplicate tubes.
Care was taken not to allow any of the culture to touch the sides of
the tube during inoculation. Thermometer in control tube registered
between 62. 5 and 6o° C. during the experiment. .t the end of the
heating period, the tests were plunged into running v/ater at 10° C,
and the tuoes were then incubated at 35o C. Observations were made
daily for one week.
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Table III.
Ability to Survive the Pasteurization Process
Strains killed*
(Lactic)
S
G
C
AC
IN
5
6
7
8
9
S b2 (Human)
C67 (..last it is)
Z (Sauerkraut)
Strains
Coagulated
24-60 hr.
flactio)
sz
PD
Z
X
1 •
Man. (Cheese)
surviving
Coagulated
84-120 hr.
(Lactic
)
2
4
5
*Strains not surviving tests made both in
1920 and in 1921 are recorded in this group.
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Results : The surviving strains may "be arranged in tv/o groups.
The first group includes strains which se^m to oe aule to survive
pasteurization in large numbers. The second group includes strains
which survive the process only in small numbers. It is probable
that such lactic strains, if present in raw milk would be outgrown
by more resistant strains after the pasteurization process. It
is of interest to note that both of the hemolytic sour milk strt ins
are included In the more resistant group.
The "human" and "bovine" strains included for comparison did
not survive the process. (Salter found certain of his human strains
survived 30 minutes at 60° C. in milk tests 'which had received very
large inocula. ) The "cheese" hemolytic strain survived the process,
which is suggestive of the apparently general, resistant character-
istics of the collection of strains of this type.
The value of the survival of this heating process at a
differential character of any particular group of streptococci, is
probably negligible. Strains vary within the different groups
and there are other types of streptococci which may include as
large a number of resistant strains as are found in the lactic
group. Prom a practical standpoint, however, the heat resistance
of the streptococci of milk assumes considerable moment in the
determination of the ty^es of streptococci which will control the
subsequent biological changes in jasteurized dairy products, in
cheeses which are heated during their manufacture, etc.
IX. Pathogenicity.
Previous reports:
Baehr, Puppel, Saito and Gminder obtained negative results on
tests of pathogenicity of Streptococcus lacticus to laboratory
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animals. Hilling reported that mice are sometimes killed by
injections of Streptococcus !• cticus . Heinemann (1907, 1915)
has reported an observation of increase of virulence of Streptococcus
lacticus after repeated passage through rabbits.
The hemolytic milk strains of Davis (1918) and of Salter (1921)
at least closely resemble the so-called Streptococci lacticus .
Davis found that most of the strains gave negative results, although
two of them seeineu to show moderate pathogenic powers for rabbits*
In tests made upon rabbits, Salter obtained "entirely negative results"
from intravenous injections of his strains. The same results were
obtained when mice were used. The effect of animal passage upon
the virulence of these litmus milk reducing hemolytic strains, was
tested by successive injections of typical strains into six mice.
Prom the results of these experiments, Salter concluded that "it
does not s&em possible to render a strain of the hemolytic streptococci
virulent by passage through mice".
Present work:
Procedure : 0.5 cc. of an 18-hour broth culture of esch lactic
strain was injected intraperitoneally, into white mice. ( hese
tests were made soon after the cultures had be^n isolated from
their sources, with the exception of those strains which v/ere
received from other laboratories).
He suit s : Hone of the mice exhibited any deviation from the
normal control.
Although the question of virulence is always of first importance
in a discussion of the biology of an organism, the value of inocula-
tion of animals as a test of pathogenicity of streptococci is
conditioned by many factors. Negative tests may be icult xo
accept as final, but (as pointed out b^ Sclter in his report of
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similar experiments with hemolytic streptococci from milk),
"when a large number of organisms of Bimilar properties e ive constant
results some conclusion may be warranted".
X. Sensitivity to Methylene Blue.
Previous reports:
Sherman and Albus (1918) reported that lactic streptococci
reduced methylene blue in milk in a concentration of 0.005 per cent,
and that udder strains of the "pyogenic" type failed to reduce the
same concentration.
R. C. Avery, in studying the behavior of a large number of
hemolytic streptococci from various sources, has shown that milk
cultures containing 0.02 per cent concentration of this dye serve
as a means of separating hemolytic strains into two more or less
well defined groups. The non-hemolytic strains from various
sources could not be easily separated upon this basis. A
considerable number of udder strains reduced the dye in a concen-
tration four times the strength of that used oy Sherman and Albus.
This suggests that £ division between lactic and udder strains
upon this be sis is not clearly defined.
Present observations:
z. ocedure : -ilk containing 0.0£ per cent oi Llerck's medicinal
methylene blue, received 0.1 cc. inocula of each oi the lactic strains.
Results : The lactic strains are comparatively resistant to
methylene blue, t s complete reduction of the d^e .;. effected by all
of the strains of that t^ ee •
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XI. Tc itation c_ Carboh, tes.
1. Carbohydrates fer ...e .xted.
2. Comparative availability of morose and lactose to
sucrose fermenting lactic trains*
Previous reports:
1 • rb o 1lydra te s xe rmen ted:
Leichnann (1696) reported the fermentation of lactose, dextrose,
maltose, and dextrin \)-y the classical lactic organism.
Later authorities agree on the following fermentation reactions.
Dextrose, lactose, Slid maltose are fermented by all strains; salicin
and ualtose seem next in order of availability; raffinose is seldom
fermented and glycerol and inulin are almost never attacked.
inere is considerable dispute over the fermentation of sucrose.
Leichmann and Bazarewski (1900) report that it is not attacked.
Jensen (1919) would not assign sucrose fermenting streptococci to
the Streptococcus lacticus group. Sherman and Albus found but
six out of fifty lactic strains fermented sucrose, and believed
that failure to produce acid from this test substance was of value
in the differentiation of the lactic from the "pyogenic" u: der
t^pes. Ihe percentage of sucrose fermenting strains in their
collection is much smaller than in those studied by Evans and
other investigators. Jones, who found 8 number of sucrose
fermenters in a collection of lactic strains, places considerable
emphasis upon the ability of certain lactic str ins to attack
that sugar.
2. Comparative availability of sucrose and lactose to
sucrose fermenting lactic strains:
It is well known that certain lactic acid bacteria prefer
sucrose to lactose as e source of energy, as peports on sucrose
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preferring strains are frequent in the literature of the fc
tion of plant products. It seems that the relative availability
of these two disc ccharides in the caso of sucrose fermenting lactic
streptococci, is at least as important as the mere ability of these
strains to form acid from that substrate. This relation has been
tested in the second of ihe following experiments
resent work:
1. Carbohydrates fermentec :
Procedure : Evans (1918) has shov/n that the final pH values
reached by lactic streptococci varies with the strain and with
different carbohydrates. Hence, determinations of the final
H-ion concentrations in the various media did not seem to offer
valuable means of characterizing these strains. For this reason,
tests were simply made of the ability of the strains to produce
sufficient acid to give Amdrade indicator a definite . nta color.
Infusion broth, pH 7.2, was used as the base of the test media*
This medium fulfilled Holman's requirement, as all strains grew
well in it in the absence of a fermentable carbohydrate. One
per cent of the test' suostance and one per cent of Andrade indicator
were added to the basic medium.
2. Comparative availability of sucrose and lactose to
sucrose fefmenting lactic strains:
The availability of dextrose, lactose end sucrose as sources
of energy to the sucrose fermenting lactic strains and to the
sauerkraut strain, was tesied by a comparison of the rate of acid
production exhibited by equal inooula of these strains in fermentation
stems differing only in the carbohydrate substrate.
dia; Standard infusion broth, pH 7.2, containing 1.1 _,er
cent of Andrade indic'-tor and of the test sugars. ..edium was tubed
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in 12 cc. portions in test tubes oi' uniform bore, and heat-. )r
three minutes at 120 G. No differences in the initial pH of the
different sugar "broths could oe detectea colorimetrically.
One cc. of 12-hour broth cultures of the test strains was
introduced into 100 cc. sterile salt solution. One cc. of the
dilution was inoculated into duplicate tubes of each of the test
sugar broths. The test medic:, were held at o7° G. throughout the
manipulation and were then incubated at this temperature.
Observations were made at 15 minute intervals and records made of
the time required for the attainment of a distinct pink color.
The color of the tests was compared with that of a strip of pink
paper.
1. Carbohydrates fermented
;
Results : Dextrose, maltose and lactose were fermented by all
strains; _ycerol was not attacked by any of the strains tested.
The results with the other test substances are recorded in the
tabular summary.
The strain from sauerkraut fermented the following test
substances; glucose, maltose, sucrose, raffinose, lactose and
salicin.
ne exception of PB, the lactic strains exhibit the
following order of availability of carbohydrates: lactose, salicin,
mannitol and sucrose. This is the same order of availability as
that given by iivans (1914, 1918) in her descriptions of the lactic
group.
. larger proportion of sucrose fermenters was found than
that reported by Sherman and Albus. The fermentation of sucrose
does not seem to be correlated with any other character, as may be
seen in the tabular summary. This is also the case with the strains
described by Evans (1918). This fact emphasizes the drivers
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attending a division of the laotio group upon a single character,
such as Jones* su^estion of Streptococcus lactic as I and
streptococcus lacticus II upon the "basis of sucrose fermentation.
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Table IV.
Comparative Availability of Sucrose and Lactose to
:ucrose fermenting Lactic Strains:Si
Relative Rate of Acid Production in Various -ugars
The rate of acid production is compared to
that of glucose as unity.
Glucose
K 1.00
W 1.00
1 1.00
2 1.00
5 1.00
C 1.00
Lactose Sucrose
.22 .92
.94 .94
.75 .56
.80 .62
.71 .55
.82 .53

sy.
£. Comparative availability of sucrose and lactose to sucrose
fermenting lactic strains.
It is evident in the above table that none of the sucrose fermenting
lactic strains exhibited a preference for sucrose. It is probaile that
the sauerkraut strain is a member of the large group of lactic acid
bacteria which are particularly adapted to the fermentation of sucrose.
It is believed that the value of the acid fermentation of sucrose as
a character of the lactic group is limited, and that its only value would
lie in the ruling out of strains which exhibit a striking preference for
that substrate.
Differences in the rate of acid production from different carbo-
hydrates have been observed frequently. This had been evident
throughout all of our work on the carbohydrate fermentation reported
before. In the case of several of the lactic mannitol fermenters,
acid production was evident only after four to six days incubation,
even with inocula of 0.1 cc. With the sauerkraut strain, the
fermentation of lactose and salicin never occurred until after
several da;> s incubation. The rate of acid production from these two
carbohydrates is strikingly different in the case of the lactic strains,
in which group lactose and salicin were both fermented within 24 hours
with the inocula used.
It is probable that, in certain cases, great differences in rates
of acid production from different carbohydrates represents a distinction
between substrates which serve as sources of energy for growth and those
which are simply fermentable by enzymes (which may not A e la : orated or
liberated until later in the history of the culture). It would seem
certain that the acid fermentation of salicin and lactose does not
serve as a source of energy for the growth of this particular sauerkraut
strain.
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XII. Coagulation of 111 Ik.
Previous reports:
A few authors have attempted to distinguish lactic streptococci
from other streptococci "by this character. Others have st "ted that
"pyogenic" streptococci may be distinguished from the lactic type by
the time required for coagulation of milk cultures of the two t^pes,
Jensen (1919), in fact, describes Stre ptococcus pyogenes as a type
which is unable- to curdle milk.
Present observations:
.«ith the large and "invigorated" inocula used throughout our
tests, all of the lactic streptococci studied here coagulated milk
within £4 to 36 hours.
".,'hile it i.c: true that most lactic streptococci curdle milk
readily, this characteristic is by no means uncommon among hemolytic
hjiman and udder strains. Among the twelve hemolytic auman strains
studied in this inve' Lgation, seven curdled milk; all but one of
the seven hemolytic adder strains also exhibited this character.
Coagulation of milk is a comparatively frequent occurrence among
the various types of streptococci.
Loss of ability of lactic streptococci to coagulete milk has
"been reported frequently. Several of our lactic strains failed to
curdle milk when inocula from old cultures were usad. However, no
permanent loss of ".his character was observed. although in some
cases a la^ge number of repeated transfers were required, all strains
finally responded to successive sub-cultures, which were incubated at
room temperature. It is possible that some lactic strains are
temporarily weakened by continued cultivation at 37° C, although we
have no oxper im 3nts 1 evidence definitely supporting this assumption.

XUJ. Tatl* -f C hararfwMfc*
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All 01 the collection isolated from eou, milk and from fermented
dairy products would be included in the so-celled Streptococcus
lacticus group by the usual, casual treatment. It is shown in the
above table, that most of these strains possess the following
characteristics in common: reduce litmus in litmus milk before
coagulation; coagulate milk; in glucose infusion broth reach final
H-ion concentrations more acid than pH 5,0; grow at low temperatures;
reduce methylene blue in milk containing 0.02 per cant of the dye;
exhibit no pathogenicity to white mice; ferment carbohydrates in the
following order of availability; dextrose, lactose, salicin, mannitol
and sucrose; do not ferment glycerol. t|one oi' "the strains
fermenting sucrose prefer that substrate to lacto^ . -1 cultures
tested showed the production of only small amounts of volatile acid
in milk culture. i.iethemoglobin production was the usual behavior
on the blood plate.
These results, together with those of Evans (1918) and of
Sherman and Albus (It 18), suggest that a large number of the
streptococci concerned in the lactic acid fermentation of dairy
products possess a certain number of characteristics in common.
Whether such a collection represents a natural group is another
question and it is not the purpose of this paper to propose any
definite boundaries to the so-called streptococcus lacticus group.
The possible advantages to be accrued from at least a temporary
recognition of certain types as a work- oasis for their further
study have already been suggested.
On the other hand, t. s sumption and recognition of definite
groups of streptococci entail cefctain disadvantages, depending in no
small degree upon the characters chosen as salient bound r ,. marks
H
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of these groups. ^hese disadvantages are evident in Jensen's
recent classification of lactic sold producing streptococci, in
which a large number of possibly closely related types are separated
and uefined. Likewise, it seems that Jones 1 suggestion of
Streptococcus lacticus I and Streptococcus lacticus II , not only
should await an establishment of the St reptococcus lacticus group
itself, but should be based on a more fundamental character, if
indeed such a division is desirable at all. Por these reasons,
it must be admitted that work with a larger number of lactic
strains than are reported here, might indeed show that the characters
given above for the typical Streptococcus lacticus lead to like
disadvantages in attempts to bound the larger lactic group of
streptococci.
The value of any system of grouping streptococci is in a
large measure dependent upon its usefulness as a working basis for
further study of their economic application and of their sanitary
significance. Prom such a standpoint, definite characterization of
the lactic group might prove of very limited value to the medical
bacteriologist. On the other hand, for the agricultural
bacteriologist, more definite characterization would furnish a more
intelligent basis of study and seems to be required. Frequently
throughout the literature, certain physiological reactions are
assigned ^o the Streptococcus lacticus group, with no attempt to
establish any other characteristic of the strains involved, than
that of >:cid coagulation of milk. It is in this connection that
the various interpretations of the boundaries of the lactic group
assume the greatest moment.
Even in the present incomplete knowledge of streptococci 1
relationships, the indiscriminate use of definite but meaningless
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group names Is not desirable. Streptococci i ctively coagulating
milk may not "be members of the so-called Streptococcus lacticus
group, merely because they were isolated from dairy products. For
meagerly described strains from milk, it would seem that more definite
terminology than "milk streptococci" is to be questioned.
Two of the strains exhibited the Beta type of hemolysis on the
blood plate and actively he molyzed raobit blood corpuscles in saline
solution. The exhibition of hemolysis by these strains reises the
interesting question of whether or not some of the hemolytic streptococci
of milk would conform to Evans ' more definite characterization of the
Streptococcus lacticus group. In the absence of data on the relative
amounts of lactic and volatile acid produced in the fermentation of
milk, it is impossible to answer this question. It may be seen in
the tabular summary, however, that the hemolytic strains agree with
all of the other characters of the lactic group. It is possible
that these strains, together with those reported by Davis (1918)
and by Salter (1921), represent examples of the overlapping of present
systems of nomenclature and classification of streptococci.
It is desired to call attention to the source of the t
hemolytic strains described in this paper, end to their apparent
fitness for the struggle for microbial supremacy in milk and
milk products. The existence of such strains suggests that at
times hemolytic streptococci may be the predominating type in some
samples of milk even during the later periods of its handling.
Again, such hemolytic streptococci may be added in large numbers as
"starters" in the manufacture of various dairy products. :iese
products, whether pasteurized before or after the inoculation of
the "starter", would contain hemolytic streptococci in large numbers.
While these strains are probably of no sanitary significance, the
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temperature relations of such strains may explain cases in which
large numbers of hemolytic streptococci are found in milk and milk
products. In the usual method of grouping hemolytic streptococci
these strains would be inoluded in the "bovine" type and could be
distinguished from hemolytic streptococci of human origin by the
method of Avery and Cullen (1919).
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A review of the literature on the lactic group of streptococci
is presented, in which emphasis i^ placed upon the need for more
definite information regarding the bounds ries of this group#
The lactic strains studied were isolated from sour milk,
"starters", and other fermented milk products, as probable sources
of the so-called St reptococcus lacticus . These strains have been
subjected to a number of tests which have oeen used by different
authors in the description and differentiation of different types
of streptococci. ' '' -•
Prom this study, we have reached the following conclusions:
1. The literature reports that many strains of the
type usually dominant in sour milk, possess a number of common
physiological characteristics. These may or may not represent
a natural group. A summation of characteristics by a large
number of workers may serve in the future recognition of the
group as a type.
2. At the present time, there is no differential
character which can be used as an independent test to distinguish
this group. Certain characteristics seem to offer i.^eans of
differentiating t .e lactic streptococci from certain other
types, but different criteria must be used in different cases.
3. Two strains of nonpathogenic hemolytic streptococci
exhibit characters which suggest that hemolytic strains may not
only be_ present in milk or milk products, but may take an active
part in the lactic fermentation of dairy products.
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xplanati n of the Plate.)
Fig. 1.
Appearance of Blood Agar Colony of Indifferent Strain.
Strain I Colony after 48 hours incubation at 37° C.
;
howing no ohange of tho blood corpuscles surrounding the
colony.
Fig. 2.
Usual Appearance of Colony of Methemaglobin Producing Strain.
Strain S. Colony after 24 hours incubation at 37° C.
;
showing zone of discolored corpuscles surrounding the colony.
Fig.
ppearance of Colony of Methmeglobin Producing Strain After
ion.
train S. Colony after 48 h urs refrigeration at 10° C.
,
following 48 hours incubation at ^7° C. ; showing a oleer zone
surrounding an inner ring of non-horaolyzed but iscolorod
corpuscles next to the colony. The clear zone appears upon
refrigeration of olood plates of methem* glob in producing strains
tor previous incubation at 37° C. This phenomenon is ter:*d
the iilpha I of hemolysis by Smith and Brown.
. 4.
Ap earanee of Jlood Agar Colony of Beta-Hemolytic Strain #rom
Sour Milk.
train X. Colony after 18 hours incubation at 37° ^.;
showing a wide clear zone as the result of hemolysis of the
blood corpuscles surrounding tho colony. 2his is termed the
Beta type of hemolysis by Smith and Brown.
Fig. 6.
,earance of Jlood Agar Colony of Beta-Hemolytic Human Strain.
Strain S3:-. Hemolytic hum r,n strain included for eompari on
-th th. hemolytic sour milk strain shown in Fig. 4.
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Part III.
"A GOU v w
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INTxiODUCTI
I. ^tivities of Streptococci in Nature.
II. Significance of .-rotoolytic Aotioa of Streptococci.
III. uro.ping of Streptococci &8 a Basis of .?hysiological trtudy.
IV. Groups Chosen for Study.
IF, .".
arposes.
A comparison of the pept ic activity of different types
of streptococci.
A recognition of the significant influence of environmental
conditions upon the biochemical activity of microorganism*
results in the division of the purposes of the study into
the following tv;o r.octions.
iA. ) A comparison of the relative influence of environmental
conditions u
;
on the peptOlytic etivity and other life
processes of different types of streptococci.
Hero, the study is loeused upon the or, tablishmont
o± optimal eai atal c nditions for the peptel^tic
action of the diiferont rtreptooocci.
(B) A comparison of the .cytolytic activity of different types
of streptococci under the; ^ore fc ndardized
optimal environmental conditions.

General Methods.
I. Gfcaolei 1
1. termination of amino nit -n.
2. Determination of t la nitrogen*
3. Control Q i;e^ts.
II • Bacteriological Liethods.
1. Condition of inocula and purity of toots.
2. ,Methods used for the aopj oximate comparison of the relative
number. i eel , c for comparison oneral
growth condition" or vitali rent cultures of the
same cxrain of streptococcus.
Section A.
th . E. c I :ioas u IS
DXl . 1 OCI
ITim
I. Influence of H-ion Concentration upon the tolytic Action
u Other Life i.; ,. oeesses er nt Cjpea of Bti i«
1* Iniluo-nce of H-ion ion upon amino ni en
incroaLes.
In; ice - concentration up. ;ie gxowth and
vie oil Lt typefi tococei.
a. d tolei < 3.
b. Infl H-i .entration upon t-
growlh Ion nt types c 'tococei.
Summary and di Lnfluenoe of H-i
ec upon the life proces.es of the c
type strains*

II. Influence cf the Stag© of Growth oi the Culture Upon the
Increases in Amino and Ammonia nitrogen.
1. i erimental.
2. General discussion oi the relation of growth stage of
the culture to increases in amino and emmohic nitrogen,
a. nature of nitre distribution in peptone brcti .
b. fining i no ..nd • mraonia nitrogen increases in
it e rial cultures.
c. ssible sources and methods of for ino
ammonia co.JNoanas in peptone ©roth cultures of
streptococci.
I. Iri e of Temperature Upon the Pepto n
ad Upon Other lit f different Types of
treptococei.
1. Inlluence of ui.ferent terroeraturos upon amino nitro^n
increases.
2. Compar ino nitrogen iner-ases at 37 raid 41 G»
o. Influence of size of inoculum. upon :.mino nitro t on increases
at optimum temperature, and at temperatures above the
optimum.
4. Influence o± temper, o res above tne 03 am upon the
final H-ion concentration in glucose broth.
6. Influence of temperature upon the rr.te of growth,
upon -che activity and vitality of at kg
streptococci.
a. Belative rate ( 1 01 tfee differc-it streptococci
at di: nt x matures*
j. rlMQ of the relative activity and vitality of
cultures of the a liferent 3 of n
incubated at different temperature©.
6. Summary and discussion of the influence of temperature
upon the life esses 1 diii.. I fc;
street occcci.

IV, lal'l wcaceutr^tion Upon Amino Hitrc
Increases.
. vironm Condition ^ Diiferent .
as iihovvn bj li. .regoing, litud^ .
bOCtiO,
.
.UTAL
I. ftlimij arj s.
It jlati atudios.
2. Descripuioii of
|
Las t .-•
XI* CoiupariLon o a oonla Nitrogen Increases
i.itubited j Members oi the lactic C-iou, , ad
.ci.
III. tatpariftc on Incrc?teB Effected by
Si treptococci.
IV* ^nersl tive Peptol/tic ctivity
of I of Streptococci*

ac rs.
CY.
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I. Activities of Streptococci in Nature.
Streptococci appear in the most divergent roles in nature.
The lactic grou.[j of streptococci are recognized as important
agents of lactic acid fermentation. As euch, they are employed
in the production of butter, certain chee.es, v rious fermented
milks and other dairy products. Again, the activities of
c rtain streptococci are involved in the pre araticn of many
fermented plant food stuffs, as silage, s uerkraut and certain
pickle3. Some streptococci are frequently associated with
severe human pathological conditions. Others are commonly
i und in the udders of cows and are associated v/ith mastitis;
still others apoe^r to be harmles; inhabitants of the alimentary
• inspiratory tracts of man and other animals. Due to the
obvious Important e oi the various types of streptococci, more
definite knowledge concerning their metabolism should be obtained.
Knowledge oi the physiological properties of the organism
is essential to an appreciation of the actual means by which
different streptococci produce important changes, whether in mil
,
in butter, in cheese, or in the muman bod^ . I t is only by the
gradual illumination afforded by cumulative investigations that
their lundamental life px ocesses, a:id the conditions controlling
their operations can be interpreted. Such an interpretation
muL'o be the ioundation of intelligent application of their
activities in agriculture, and, likewise, must underlie the

intelligent control oi* the insidious activities oi other kin J.8 of
streptococci in the production of uisease.
II. Significance of Proteolytic Action of Streptococci.
Among the varied processes involved in mi ^ro ial activities,
those concerned in the nitrogen metabolism of str ptococci have
received comparatively little attention. Altho
'
, under certain
conditions, streptococci are essentially acid forming microorganisms,
their proteolytic activities assume importance from many aspects.
Following from the importance of proteolytic changes in systems
in which streptococci may be the active agents, the significance
of this phase of their metabolism ramifies from a more or less
common center into processes of ..loraent in agriculture, medicine,
and public health.
III. Grouping of Streptococci as a Basis of Physiological
uItudy.
Certain important considerations must preoede the acti.e
investigation of any of the physiological processes of different
members of the streptococcus ^unus. Before assigning definite
functions to certain streptococci, it must be more or less
definitely understood to what particular members of the genus,
the results of such researches may be (projected.
^withstanding the prooable fallacies of a systematic
classification of streptococci, an intelligent pursuit and
interpretation of investigations of any of their physiological
processes require a certain differentiation between different

X.
str t, cocci. In spite of the fundamental differences v. hich
would seem to I It among microBrganisms v.hinh inaction in men
di.. int ways as do many o±' the streptococci, thLs genua has oeen
unique in its resistance to the usual differential methods of
the bacteriologist. For this reason, me thou s of r ifforontiation
of streptococci ar usually limited to distint ning between
certain large groups. These groups ant their contents have
varied with the method ox classification and with the purpose
of the invostigi tor.
IV. Groups Chosen for Study.
That there are many of these groups must follow from the
varied activities of streptococci. Those chosen for study in
this investigation represent only four of the most important
divisions : (1) the so-called "lactic" group of sour milk,
(2) the "human 11 hemolytic group, Vo) the "bovine" hemolytic group,
(4) the "cheese" hemolytic group*
The "lactic" type represents the large ( roup of streptococci
which function as agents of the lactic fermentation of milk and
milk products. The "human" t,y pe of hemolytic streptococci
represents a | e group usually from human sources and frequently
associated with pathological conditions. This group is
distinguished from other he ; ol, tic streptococci by the lower H-ion
co.. cent rat ion reached in glucose broth cultures (Avery and Cullen).
The "bovine" type or "high acid" grou of hemolytic streptococci
probably includes strains fron various source nature. In
this investigation, tiie "bovine" group of hemolytic streptococci is
represented by strains obtained from the udder of cows. ouch

strains are frequently associated with mastitis. The "cheese"
_ . ic type represents a Iar;.e roup of hemolytic streptococci
which seem to be quite comnonl ir . resont in cheese.
These | roups have been established by bacteriologists as
convenient oases for further study, The^' have been proposed
by the o tal authors as a convenient means of treating in a
collective manner, certain large cellectiens of strains having
a number of common characters. The fact that their members
also have a more or less common ec ic i p .rtance lends value
to these divisions and furnishes a logical basis for collecti
treatment.
Comparative studies of these different types of streptococci
seem particularly desirable in the face of their obvious economic
importance. :i\he importance of the lactic group has been developed
in Parts I and II of this thesis. The human type of streptococci
is perhaps most important in medicine. However, its close
relationship to the luetic streptococci renders comparative
studies of the two types an essential step in the gradual
development of a future true understanding of the r#le of
streptococci in agriculture. Much the same may be said in the
case of the bovine or mastitis group of streptococci. The possible
importance of the large number of hen; lytic strains included in
.. C. Avery's cheese group, can net be overlooked in a survey
of the probable oiological agents of cheese ripening. These
four groups ar . articularly deserving of comparative studies
because of the fact that not infrequently all four of the tie

types of streptococci may "be j.ound in one sample of market milk#
Here, a icnov/1 d*e of the conditions controlling the successful
operation of their life processes, will furnish some idea of
the possioilitios oi their continued growth in the milk or in
products nianufactured from mil
,
- in short, their significance
in dairy foods.

UVKSTIOATIOI,
Purposes:
The general purpose oi the investigation is a study of the
peptolytic activity* of different types of streptococci.
. hile our principal interest is centered upon lactic
streptococci of dairy lactic fomentations, the peptolytic
tion of the lactic streptococci is compared with other important
es oi streptococci t . e closely related to the lactic ,
and which lso are of undoubted significance in dairy prod:
o;< arison oi' .-.-. tent or "activity" of any bioch 1
process requires a strict delinitios of ystej . his is
true in the case oi the study oi anj- group of microorganisms;
it Lfl especially required in the case of streptococci, which ere
among all microorganisms perhaps the most responsive to environment 1
conditions. Hence, a comparative study of the peptolytic activity
of different types of streptococci requires recognition cf t :
import nt influence which certain factors in the environment mr
ert upon the action of the peptolytic processes of microorganisms.
*The term , ol tie Activity" is at La this paper as an
expression or the increases in amino nitrogen which foil ie
bacterial c e of the vs L L8 compounds present in ne".
The nitrogen o1 mixtures of bi&llj hydrollaf rotein
products known commeroi lly as a ', is ] the form
of peptide nitrogen. tide nitrogen i :t nil :>und
in t ptlde I
,
-CO-UK- groups that 11 at
amino acids together in i tides, -rote ins or inte: cts.
She el i compounds included in " may thus be
te itftlysis", - a tans India tive of t rces
undorgofcng hydrolysis. The proc La" consists in the
splitting the bide groups, which ; ^ aerated a
c rboxjl groa mino group, as in jd in the folio*
e, 1917)
11-00-...'-—
- .im% +RfCOQB«
r further &ii o:> the r. is In
(1117), and pp.

*<.
With . its i ' „
atwrall, 11 under the _c Lreot o i —
so .' jni licence gather than of coc. Lv .
(A) A oompa^ rcla iuonce of enviion I 1
conditions upon the pep lie activity end other life pic< os
01 oil of str cocci*
In thi t: section, the influc. ironmontal conditions
is investigated for the >ss of establishing the optir/iun
conditions for "the c tolvtic sctic the different
tococci.
In adoition to the ient of the optimum conditions
a ;
. ont beei< ich to &efin B systc in
.ich the compariLOLij ire to . . :ce in Section 3. Section A
will also present data of independent value*
(B) comparison of the peptol^'tic activity of diffe ent
types of streptococci under the foregoing standardized optiinum
environmental conditions.
In this section, the peptclytic action of i ferent streptococci
is compared under the c envl; . atal condition;; which
were established i at ion i •
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General wethous.
I. Cnu...ical Methods.
Mi ts ol' -' hiino nitrogen I ammonia nitrogen w,.re
osen as tno basis of the stud^y ol the peptolytic action or the
streptococci. The stud^ vaa limited to the production of these
Letfl ii, aeat infusion "peptone" broth, tfea usual mediuj. oi
cultivati n oi those organisms. ults at ofetaj
ma^ not apply to the action ttpon intact ,xOteins themselves, or
n upon inoro complex protein ueri-vatives, the t lei st serve
as an index of the action of streptococci upon peptides and other
constituents oi eosaereli 1 ,eptone".
1. Determinations of amino nitrogen.
Amino nitrogen determinations vex cie b^ the nitrous acid
method of fan Slyke. The micro ap tus described i was
used c, . g motto d in 1915. Direct
determina ions ./ex le from 2 cc. sample; of the culture.
Conditions and precautions pre scribe; by the author of the
method were observed. In ad; ition, ell determination; made
under temperature condiuions vary in, Btweea 22° and 25° C.
Duplicate determinations were made of e ch test.
lino nitrogen is expre in tables given in the text
mg. Efg»l per 100 cc.
2. jLeterml nitrogen*
Ammonl s dete. thod described b<, Van
and Julian (ll! 14, 1916). Careful attention was | to the
conditions governing the accuracy of the thod (Van Slyke ant
Cullen, 1116).

If.
10 cc. of saturated solution of T% c0^ V7er to 10 c .
the sample undo, analysis . drops oetyl alcohol were
added to prevent : vas Ated* intc 25 cc • of
.02 n HCL. he acid neutralized determined oy titration
Ih 0.02 n Lra0H, Ing solium alizarin sulphonate as indicator.
Ammonia nitrogen la reported in ta in til tax
per 100 cc.
. Control of volume of tests.
All cu jr.. incubated in moisture saturated incubators;
vaporation oi' t^Bts v/rs controlled by .. \rht.
II. bacteriological Methods.
1. Condition of inocula, sad purity of testt .
lesc strted otherwise, all test cultures received inocula
of 0.1 cc. of 12- to 18-hour broth cultures which had been
"invigorated" at least 4 cuccersive 12-hour transfers.
The pv of all test cultures was co trolled by microscopic
tnations and cultural tests. The latter consisted of
subcultures upon infusion agar plates for detection of contaminations,
or of milk cultures to distinguish between the type strains them-
selves.
2. methods used for oh, sxlmate comparl c of the
relative numbers, of active cells, or for comparison
of tho "general growth condition" c Ltelity of
Ifferent cultures or the same strain of str. ptoooceus.
a. The plate method.
In the first of our c eririents, the number of viable cells
is approximated o. ke usual plate method* Jhis Lis tfca commonly
aoceptea method in eneral microoiolo Ludies. t .est it
can present uut approximate figures. The errors inherent in the
method are particularly evident in the case of long chained

TJ-
streptococci. Pc ly in p&xt ,,•, to this fact, tiu plate mothod
did not j> B ver. uisfact I te of the "hjiman"
and "bovine" strains. fficulty Lfl alec Bter
(Ii?cl)). r*:
,
considerable laoor is involved in making a
oOxTninaoion of a large series by thi ;thod, as plates should
be pour. 1 at le- to j.nsure any degree &1 a e curacy
at all. In B of tests in which the worker . no previous
knowledge of the approximate number of cells present in a sample,
a still larger number of plates at different dilutions is
nOCcCSa... .
r these reasons, th -llov/ing mothod was introouceu in
the latter part of our work.
b. Principle of method used in part of this investigation,
Streptococci mtially acid forming organisms. en
these organisms are present in E I presenting an easily fermented
sugar, the;y utilize that substrate as the primary source of energy.
Upon the int^o uction of these organisms into glucose broth, their
rapi jtion is v. udent u_.on the energy Ided by one lactic
fermentation of the sugar. This re ct.lon yields a product,
incr -iioh are easily defected. Hence, these relations
may be r garden as establishe. s (1) the fermentation of glucose
is the basic and es. ential life o. ocess of laetle acid producing
sti cci; (£) this reaction yields a product whose accumulation
t . measured i ecuratel
It rt>B to - olish the conditions dete the rate
of fodootl These tio&S have been disouca.e in detail
in l^rt I of this prper ("Theoretical ±>rogress of Lactic Acid
ermentation". ) The following it: out a brief statement of the

general principles determining the rate of pro' m acid
product. :e ac ced in luco:: L by growth of
str cocci nej bo on the multiplication
cell Lplle&tion, of course, ; I he
vmber of cells in the initial inoculum, and will follow in a
general way the curve o ganie growth, during the eailier period
of the fermentation. In this earlie oriod before iniiibiting
ctors influence the curve of growth, thi I t lei action
in a cefinit: d ideal s: stem brought about by r. cieli
fermenting agent ie then dependent upon the number of active cells
prest n the initial inoculum which i. introduc d into the
fermentation ej . These relation 11 hoi r a particular
strain of streptococci, provided the organisms introduced into the
ble to begin multiplication at an equal rate.
Ltlone infl initial ph nomena of growth
are discussed in the reference eve. However, it oe
briefly stated here that, at least in an ideal culture ,
growth will bo initiated at m ore ,3, provided th inocula
are taken from r/ounp: cultures which have not be^n cuu tj,.c'^ d to
unfavorable onments»
The principles of this method developed y be r. ted
as follows: (1) the fermentation of glucose in L lucose aedls is
th<- fu 3ntal t energy obtaining life Dived in the
growth of lactic boi i; (2) this reaction
)lc s a roduct se concentration oan be measured aoeurately;
{ >) the rate of produce cf this reaction product li ction
of the rate of multiplication of the bacteria introduced, r ed
tests are limited to the early stages of the reaction in the ideal
fermentation systems describe

o» manipulation ox the method.
It is : esired to compare either the relative number of active
cells, or the "general growth curia ition" of "ifferont cultures of
the same strain of streptococcus. series of cultures of the
same strain are to bo tested with either of the above object -
mind.
nual amounts of each culture in the series is int . cod into
equal amounts of glucose broth. ie original inocula represent
equal volumes of each test in the series.. The glucose broth
represents an ide ] .ermentation system in which the rate of
acid production la dependent upon the multiplication of the
bacteria introduced. The increase in the concentration of
the aei is detected by pn indicator present in the system.
The time required for the production of acid sufficient to give
the indicator a definite coloer is recorded*
e detailed technique follev \ ?ch culture in the test
seri. s is shaken thoroughly to en; the removal of a representative
sample. One ec. of erch member of the test series Ll introduced
into 100 cc. of sterile phyeiolc 1 salt solution. lese
dilutions are sh n thoroughly. (j)iiu tlene of test cultures
are employed merely as a more convenient and probably more accurate
•ns of obtaining a small sample ol the original test.) One cc.
of the dilution is then int. -ed into ciuplic e.
of j luccse iniusion broth containing 1.0 per cent ;.ndrade indicator.
rlucoae broth is tubed in ared a, Itics; test 1
uniform bore are used.) he inocul I lucose broth if: n
the i lily to ate t cgJum. Thai glucose broth test
cultures are then incubated at 57 C. in a . assermann bath. rie
/luccse broth used in the test Is brought to a t« bur* of o7°
before in ation end is maintained at that ti >.ure throughout
the manipulat i en
.
)
Cbserv ions are made at li ute intervals. The glue
oth teste n several b during the incubation period.
s tiras reouir d for the attainment of a distinct color of
the Andrade indie- tor is reported case oi e oh of the test.
.
The color of the tests was ec red with I strip of pink or as
a means of obtaining v.n end point of a equal vviue.
The advantages S ; dvantages of this indicator will oe discussed
in following paragraphs unde the ntagv disadvantages of
the method itself.
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d. Use of the- d.
r2h<i uses c y method, of comparison are dependent upon its
nciplet.
.
be principles ci' tola method have been stated above.
do convenience of the reader _e interpretation of the
icix it has been employed, they may be restated as
Hows: Under equal temperature iditi , the time required
for tin. eduction o • I concentration of the reaction
product is dependent upon the speed 01 the reacti m. The speed of
the reaction of laotic fermentation in its earliest period is
pendent upon the number of cells and the multiplication of the
fermenting agent. I method as a whole then is dependent upon
the conditions influencing multiplication. Its uses then nre
dependent upon these conditions.
.q con it ions determining multiplication have been given in
detail in Part I of this paper. ("Theoretical Progress of Lactic
Acid entation"
)
more will be given here than a
nt of the conditions under whie m method has been used.
I«Appr ison o numbers o - ;,ive
cells in different cultures of the same streptococcus.
requires the strictest definition. Kot only must
all of the conditions involved in th preceding discussion a
obse_ , jut comparisons must also be limited to certain definite
series of cultures.
Coll multiplication, and consequently acid production, are
dependent upon the ability of the number of eel .8 inocul to
initiate growth. In ideal e onmonts, "lag" and diffe e.ices
in rate of multiplioati at upon the vigor of the colls.
ooe g ej roduction and mm] lioatlon of the bacteria will
eon ,h onl,> if the cultures are s 1- with
young ceils which have not been subjected to previous unfavorable
condition
,
H~nce, for reaso iven above, the method aitoed can be
used for a comparison of numbers of cells in the cvse of ^oung
cultures. Under the conditions prescribed it la believed thatt
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the time required fox the product: of a definite amount of rcid,
is a function cf 1 numc f cells.
maintained in
iniluonc different ten ,on the rate of growth.
Here, 8 «er .: co. 1 volumes roth
hold at different temperatures. f] sk then receive - cq 1 al
inooula o Btlfi Bl jocoo . :.cr 12 hours inc n t
the relative rate of growth in or.nt members of the seri .
was o .red. Lgorea obtained which show ^he same gener
relations as tnose obtained i; late counts made at the b
>n the M series.
ultures of greater age t 12 hours orotably should not be
It is also unkn .his method would die. uish
smaller dif Lerenees in the rate of I th in series whos ers
differed increments. . ith the wide zones tested, the
method gsve satisfactory result:
.
II. Comparison of "general growth condition" of
different cultures of the same streptococcus.
This set of conditions does net re aire as strict definition
as the former. "Lag" ana similar phenomena involved in bacterial
growth end acid production do not lirait the value of the method in
this instance. In fact, they are of actual se. - in th plica-
tion of the method for the comparison of the "general growth
condition" of a series ultures of the same fermenting agent*
. owth condition" is asanas - repre not
only the number of viable cells but also their relative vitality
and activity. I number of cells and also their condition, is
dependent upon the environment r nd upon the period to ii they
e been exposed to this I it. oth f these relations
are involved in the speed of multiplier t ion and of acid production
of inocula taken series of different environments.
o, under this set of conditions, the method can • pplied
in a comparison of the relative influence of different environments
foi von period of time. It may a3 ;o used in the * on
E the influence of exposure to a given Liferent
periods of t
iioth of these relations in th. t in which
the second set of conditions has . maint in a study of
the re la influence of differe era! n the
d physiologic l activ dif. ;s of strcptocooc ..
This method should furnish e read, ns c ing the " one :1
g-owth condition" or vitality of different cultur t the same
strain. 1 fee of acid ction and multiplication are
dependent on the condition of the inoculum ( , siz^ , nd
resistance to previous ronment), which is in fact the definition
of the "general j rowth condition" or vit lii
t
.

A. w
It is probable that thin method furnishes a mor^ direct
evaluation of differences in bacterial vitality than can be
furnished . le "later method raer-il .resents
an aticn of the relative number of v r : bio cells pro sent
which «J ftl able to prod' c colony of appreciable size,
while the above described method presents an ; j ppro::i nation of the
ralative condition af the cells.
e. Disadvantages ei d.
The method at best it] crude. It car i ve only in the
comparison of the s- me strain, as diff cos exist In the fermenting
capacity of different strai/is. Production of large i la
into the glucoso 3 broth must be '. ,
,
in cares where
signif " I changes in tion of t roth would be 1 eted
in that way. choice 0. ' rade indicator is open uo serious
questions. 10 change in color of this indicator is not
instantaneous by any means. ct determinations of H-ion
concentration cannot be made. (It '• vobable that more accurate
data could be obtained by the us. e of bi om cresol purple and a
definitely tft&tftXAlsed colorimetric cc ison. )
f. Advantage 1.
j. Less
time, labo: erials are re< aired t for carefully controlled
plate count .
dve.nte.ges folic choice tor ha
bee . . Howovcr, t •. ollowing advantages. ne
pi ;r in 1 li-c se brol fel .rte

Zf.
no harmful inilu.-noe upon the growth of streptoe I, ai this
indicator is commonly used in tests of carb v ate fermentation.
The fact that Andrade indicator changes in color at H-ion
concentrations not far rer aoutral point is also a
point in its favor. (Fennel and 1 isher x*eoortod definite me nta
color is exhibited by Andrade in&i. r at a ph of 6.6 to 6.8. )
re are tv/o reasons for the use of an indicator . hose color
B ioved .... aoutral point, (1} At high
ion concentrations the products of growth imposing their
Sj on th< currefl o ad of acid production. ^ence,
acid production is a function of the initi mber of cells only
during the early . the fa 1. (2) At later periods
in the couise of fermentation, the d iiie ences in concentration of
produeed i.nocu.lp. of lisea are eonat ntly
decreasing. greatest differences are manifest in earlier periods
of the fermentation. (This relation is evident in suit
jortea in the work d>f roster ( n. 182, fig* '<&•), which appeared
several months after the completion of thl Ion. ie
relation* involve bare are also discus.ed la detail und<
1 Progress o a tati< rt I of this
paper. rves given thai urnish farther ort Co the
above etrtements.
)
method is not presented as a method, but mer as t
means I iieh results reported in this study were obtaine . In
the following text, this fchod is termed the "Anc e Test".
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MViitiTIOATIOB.
fcion A.
TH W Il^'LU... TAL COHDITIOH8 II.
THfc U GCESSiiS 3 - iT TYriS 3 lOCOCC I,
SPOSi] OF STUDYING IgS] iPTOLYTIC ACTIVITY.
I. Influence of H-ion Concentration Upon the Peptolytic
Action and Other Life Processes of Different Types
of Streptococci.
The influences of H-ion concentration upon the functioning
of micro-organisms have proven fruitful suojects of study.
These investigations have shown that the true acxdity of the
environment conditions, and, in many cases, determines, the
extent and direction of the various processes involved in
. acromial metabolism.
Ir)a study of the proteolytic activity of different types
of streptococci, the influence of this factor assumes particular
moment. The sphere of action of their proteolytic enzymes is
limited to certain zones of H-ion concentration; again, even
ithin the zone penaittin^ their action, the degree of activity is
conditioned by smaller increments of change in the true acidity of
the system. The prot tic anz^mes can not function until they
are first elaborated and their elaboration is dependent u. n the
successful and luxuriant growth of the cells. Consequently, the
influence which H-ion concentration exerts upon all of the life
processes of streptococci is reflected in a less direct but still
pertinent manner, upon the proteol., tic changes induced by their
enzymes. 11 of these relatione project thenn elves into many
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processes i:, the different fields in which streptococci are
important
•
1. Influence of H-ion concentration
upon amino nitrogen increases.
The influence of the H-ion concentration upon the increases
in amino nitrogen effected by the different types of streptococci,
was studied by comparing the changes brought about by the type
strains in systems of different pH value. Comparatively ?/ide
zones were chosen as a means of determining variations in the
general behavior of streptococci in different H-ion concentrations.
Changes in the initial reaction of even highly buffered .a
occur in plain broth cultures of streptococci, which would render
very difficult the comparison of the influence of initial
uifferences of smaller inc nts of pH. (Itano, 1116).
procedure: (_. ..eiimont 1.)
Preparation of medium: Infusion broth prepared as follows
was uced as the medium in this experiment:
>r each desired liter of medium, 500 g. chopped lean meat
was addec; to 1,000 cc. of distilled water. After the mixture
had been infused 12 hours in the ice- do:;, it was strained thru
cheese cloth. The infusion was neated one half hour at 100 C.
and then filtered. The volume s corrected and the infusion
autdelaved in flasks. One per Cv-nt of Diico peptonu and 0.
per cent HaCl ..us added to the meat infusion. After ingredients
were in solution, the broth was autociaved for 5 minutes at lb lb.
pressure and then filtered. The filtered broth was th
sterilized in 600 cc. quantities, at 116° C.
The broth wa: justed to the detirea pH zones as follows:
Sample ilask of the unadjusted bx oth was titrated colorimetricai ]
,
to the desired pH values by use o± the standard solutions and
indicators described b„ Clark anu Lub;; (1917) for the respective
i ranges.
Thu c lculated amount of 1.0 n HC1 or 1.0 n HaOH .as adued
to the respective flasks of broth. Amounts adv^d are given in
Table I. ^aeks v. i t incubated at .,7o C. for
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several hours.
The broth was the a distributed into flasks in 100 cc portions,
t,h aseptic precautions. Those te. t flasks wore incubated at
/° 0. to insure sterility and to stabilize the medium. iter
48 hours incubation, the H-ion concentration of the medium M
determined electrometi ically thru the kindness of Dr. A. Itano.
Table I.
Preparation of r>roth of a Series of pH .^ones.
Infusion broth, unadjusted, was autoclaved.
jllov/int amounts of alkali ana acid
were added with aseptic precautions.
pH determined alter 2 days incubation
at e7° G. pH values represent the
H-ion concentration at time of inoculation.
Desired
pH ^one
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
Amount adc ed per 100 cc. Actual pH
of unadjusted broth.
1.0 n HC1 1,,0 n flaOH
1.40 .... 4.45
0.50 .... 5.40
1.05 6.70
n ii i 1.70 r»3f
....
.12 8.65
iqperiment 1. )
One flask of medium at each pi value was inoculated with
0.1 cc. of an 18-hour roth culture of the representative strain.
The cultures were then incubated at b7° C. Samples were removed
at the intervals stated and determinations made of the amino nitroge .
The results are given in Table II.
The significanee of these recults will be discussed in the
general review of the experiments upon the influence of H-ion
concentration upon the life processes of different types of
streptoeocci.
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Sfcble II.
Influence of H-Ion concentration upom Amino Mtrogen Increases.
Broth of diiior ;nt U vain© received lnocula of 0.1 oo.
of as 16-hour broth ultur© of each type strain. result l
of HHg-H determinations are expressed below in ag./lOO oo.
Actio
pH «r<Oiie.
5.5
6.5
7.5
6.5
Sotal HHg«•5. Increase
in HH£-£.
4 hr. lift hr. Control.
54.3
54.0
62.7
61*1
65.7
66.5
65.6
51.:
53.5
52.2
51.9
51.2
2*2
4.
.7
5.5 63.3 5^6 63.5 ™.
6.5 53*0 59.5 52.2 7.3
7.5 53.6 60.8 61.9 6.
6.5 52*0 51.8 51.2 0.6
.ovino 5.6 ftftei 55.5 53.6 2.0
6.5 .9 55.5 62.2 3*3
7.6 63.3 65.9 61*1 4.0
6.5 51. .5 •1.1 0.3
ihe ;se 5.6 54.6 *>6.8 63.6 •
6.5 67.0 1 ia
7*6 56.6 60.2 51.9 eel
8.5 51.1 • 1 51.2 0.9
Actual initial pfi values of
Sable I.
series ?re given in
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2. Influence oi H-ion concentration upon the growth and
viability of different typos of streptococci.
In such tests as those just reported, the influenc
different initial pH zones upon "proteolytic" action is to a large
l xtent a reflection of the effect of initial reaction upon growth.
The following experiments were conducted to show in a more
specific manner, the influence of different initial H-ion
concentrations upon the growth and vitality of the different
streptococci.
Procedure
:
( xperiment 2). Acid Tolerance.
In the preceding experiment, the cultures at pH 4.5 had
shown no growth either by turbioity or by increases in KHp-N.
In this experiment the test of th.: influence of this reaction
zone was limited to test of the vitality of the different tjpes
after varying periods of exposure to this zone of H-ion
concentration. Platea were poured at state, intervals, to
give some idea of the approximate rate oi death of the different
types. 10 attem-ot was made to follow the course of the killing
reaction. This series received inocula of 1.0 cc. of 18-hour
broth cultures.
late counts were made of the cultures from ..hich those
inocula were taken,
following number of
of bacteria per cc.
The data obtained indicated that the
cells represents the initial concentration
of the test broth. *
Lactic
Human
Bovine
Cheese
400,000
60,000
120,000
600,000
*The variation in the number of cells representeo in the above
figures is more apparent than real. It is probable that t
actual initial concentration of the cells of the different
streptococci is much more uniform than would a r from the
above figures. These differences in numbers as determined by
pj.ate counts are due to recognized and inherent errors in counts
made by the plate method. The divergence in numbers is ctly
what would be e. oected from the difference in length of chains
represented by the different typo strains. he much lower values
always obtained in plate counts oi* Ions-chained streptococci (such
as tho- above human and bovine strains) is a common laooratory
observation. As the number of cells is compareu only with numbers
of cells of the same strain, this apoarent discrepancy in tho
initial concentration of the different str ptococci does not
vitiate to an„ extent the value o^ the r ts given la Tables
IV and V.
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As a more ready mo; ne of comparison oi" tho resistance of the
different types to high H-ion concentrations, tho counts made in
tho tests havo all been ] ;ed to a common basis of an equal
initial concentration of 100,000 c^lls per cc. ae result
presented in Table IV are expressed upon this basis.
( v;pei-inio-nt §« ) te of growth and longevit, .
In tho other pH zones, plates were ired t- 1 the intervals
shown in Table V, 1b an attempt to present comparative figures
representing the relative rate of growth of the different 8
when introduced into systems of different pH values. The
Btfl made at the later periods furnish some idea of the relative
longevity of these types. Cultures in this series were inoculated
Lth 0.1 ec. of 18-hour broth cultures.
Results are given in Table V.
Plato counts were made of the cultur s from which inocula were
taken, at the time of inoculation of this series. aumbers so
obtained were divide^ by the number of cc. of the test culture.
The result is expressed in the table as "rrobable initial number
of cells present".*
Media used
;
dia used for the tests: Broth of a series of pH values were
prepared as described In the preceding ent, except that the
colorimetric method was used in determining the H-ion cone at ion.
This broth was distributed into flasks in 50 cc. portions.
Media used in determining the number of cells: 1.0 per cent
flucose infusion agar, pH 7.4, was used in making tke counts.
This medium supported the growth of all strains. ) I. H 4.5
series, tests for vitality were also made by introducing 0.1 and
1.0 cc. of the inoculated broth into 10 and 50 cc. of glucose
infusion broth, pH 7.6, containing 0.2 per cent sodium phosphate.
Table IV.
ul:.\tive Acid Tolerance of Different Typos of otre tococ i.
Comparison o ility of different strepto-
cocci in pH 4.5 broth. Number of cellL< viaule per
100,000 of initial conce bion, after the stated
intervals of exposure to pH 4.5 at 37° C.
xposure. Human. Bovine. Lactic. Cheese,
(hrs.
)
5 100 9,000 48,000 90,000
10-12 1,200 ,000 120,000
24 800 66,000
72 80,000
ISO ..0,000
1-ion concentration
in
,
iucose broth cultures of
ae same ins.
pH 5.0 4.4 4.2 4.1
*_
*Tho statements made L ootnote on preceding page will explain
the apparent divergences in number of cells used as inocula.
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a. xielatLve i tole±-a t type ;
The result, givaa in Table IV show the rolative resistance
to high H-ion a c tration kited hj the different types of
streptococci. The order of resi: tans* of the difierent types
to high acidities is as iollo. cheese, lactic, bovine aj iman.*
The actual rate of death, of course would be less at lover
temperatures than at 57° C, but it is doubtful if this would
displace the above relations between the different tjfS«
As the pH value oi the medj.uni used in this experiment closely
approaches the acidity of sour milk, tha above order of acid
resistance of the different streptococci posses.es obvious
signifi c. In such a medium, one would e:pect the human
streptococcus to die rapidly, .he lactic and cheese strains
would persist longer than the bovine or mastitis types. Ti.
chee. train is much more realstaut than the lactics and would
not decrease in numbers so rapidly in sour milk, acid cheeses
and similar acid systems.
alXfi it is true that "plate counts" so to show
great ^ iver-,enee in initial concentration of cells, it must be
remembered that these large differences are due to tho plate method
itself, which enumerates slumps and groups as single organisms.
It happens that these differences are also in the same order as the
relative acid tolerance. One must admit tho possibility of
influence of the size of the inoculum and the initial conc^ tion
of the cells upon the mte of de- th of cells, but it is obvious
that slight differences in initial c ncentration can not produce
h wi e divergences in time required for the end-point of the
killing reaction, as are representee in Table I\
.

If-
ese | L relations to hi^b acidity are more or le;
in order with the rinal H-icn cencentrations reached in glucose
broth cultures of the different typos. rom the rinal pH
attained by the human strain, its rapid rate of death in broth of
her H-ion concent r: tions is to be expected. However, the
Lc effect or \nic H-ion is not so readily interpreted as to
permit the assumption of parallel relations between the final
"fermentation limit", and the tolerance of the organism to high
acidities when introduced as inocula irom cultures which have
been grov. in the optimum pH zon . In experiments ..ith the
pneumococcus, Aver,,/ and Cullen (1919 b) have demonstrated this
in a conclusive manner. (These relations are discussed in detail
in Part I of this paper, unoer "Influence of H-ion Concentration
u on the Lactic Acid Bacteria", and "End Point of Lactic Acid
.. ermentation". ) This is evident in a comparison of the final
H-ion concentrations of the bovine, cheese, and lactic strums.
That no .arallel relation exists between the final "fermenta-
tion limit" in lueose broth and tne absolute tolerance of the
organism to high acidities, is especially obvious in the case of
the cheese and lactic strains. rhe cheese strain has a "fermenta-
tion limit" of pH 4.1 as compared to pH 4*1 exhibited by the lactic
strain. In spite of the slight difference in this character,
there is a striking difference in the actual resistance of these
two strains in broth of pH 4,5 value. ( It is shown in Table IV
that the cheese strain was not greatly reduced in numbers in the
pH 4.5 broth at the end of the i required for complete disinfec-
tion of the lactic, under the conditions of this experiment.)
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The general relations in the acid toloranc ox these types
of streptococci are all that may be interpreted from the above
experiment- and thfcse, to a certain extent, only for the conditions
obtaining in this particular >eriinent. Similar general
physiological relations between the H-ion and streptococci, which
are suggested the above results, are also encountered in the
results obtained in the other pH zones reported in rrable V«
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Table T.
Influence of H-ion Concentration upon the Relative Bate of
Growth and Longevity of Different Types of Streptococci,
Broth of a series of different pH values received
equal inooula of the different strains. Figures
in table below represent the number of cells
present after stated periods of incubation at 37° C.
Mm
(hrs.) pH 5*6 p H 6.5 pH 7.5 pH 8.6
(probable initial number of cells present ;—£60, 000.
)
6 900,000 4,000,000 3,200,000 260,000
18 £0,000,000 80,000,000 66,000,000 900,0-00
24 60,000,000 96,000,000 60,0 0,000 200,000
72 3,400,000 7,400,000 6,000,000 360,000
120 18,000 16,000 12,000 11,000
168 4,000 8,400 9,000 2,000
.'
( robable initial number of cells present;—90,000.
)
*
6
10
16
24
48
72
120
168
50,000 760,000 1,200,000 190,000
500 1,400,000 3,200,000 260,000
20 1,900,000 1,500,000 140,000
-.-..•...«. 1,700,000 2,000,000 100,000
—•»—
»
800,000 1,400,000 12,600
200,000 600,000
1,600 2,000 700
800 760 320
•Tine (Probable initial number of cells present:—100,000.
)
5 200,000
10 600,000
24 6,200,000
48 3,000,000
168
900,000 1,500,000 150,000
2,000,000 2,600,000 180,000
6,400,000 9,600,000 100,000
2,300,000 4,000,000 160,000
18,000 12,000 1,000
10,000 16,000 •*oo
(Probable initial number of cells present:—600,000. )*
1,200,0 O
20,0 0,000
13,000,000
9,600,000
6,300,000
3, 000, 000
Plates contaminated, but streptococcus c loni s present;
glucose broth tests, positive.
Hecall footnotes, pp.
5 2,800,000 7,000,000 6,600,000
10 36,600,000 280,000,000 200,000,000
24 400,000,000 560,000,000 500,000,000
72 600,000,000 280,000,000 360,000,000
120 38,000,000 150,000,000 110,000, 00
192 1,800,0^0 95,000,000 75, 000, 000
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b. Infli of H-ion concentration upon the
rate of growth and longevity of different
types of streptococci.
The results given in Table V show the following general
relations.
Zone showing max! .urn growth : ie lactic strain exhibits its
maximum rate of growth in media of a reaction representing a
zone between pH 6.0 and pH 7*0. The maximum growth oi a 1 .ctic
strain in a similar zone has been reported by Itano from observa-
tions of turbidity, and more recently by Svanbe-g. The cheese
strain also exhibits its maximum growth in this zone. The fact
that this zone oi most rapid growth fo~ the lactic streptococcus
ap roaches the pH value of milk has been pointea out by Itano.
The human and bovir.e strains grow most rapidly in the zone between
pH 7.0 and 8.0.
comparative growth in limiting zones : In the zone representing
values 8.0 to 9.0, the cheese strain is the only type which
increase, in numbo rt to a significant degree. Since this strain
also exhibited the greatest acid tolerance in the experiment
reported in Table IV, it is evident that this type pos? esses
considerable resistance over a wide range of pH. Again, in the
zone representing pH values 5.0 to 6.0, the cheese strain grows
more rapidly than any of th^ other type strains.
The general significance of these relations and their
comparison with the amino nitrogen increases in a sinilar series
of pH values, will be given in the general discussion of the
influence of H-ion concentration upon the different streptococci.
We wish to take this oocasion, however, to point out the
behavio» of the human strain in broth of ap proximately pH 5.5.
This streptococcus reaches a H-ion eonc .nt ation of pH 5.0 as its

-5.5.
"fermentation limit" . However, when inocula taken from cultures
growing near the neutral point arc introduced into plain broth
of lower true acidity, th8y not only are not able to initiate
growth, but rapidly decrease in number.';. The came relation is
also shown by the bovine and lactic strains in the pH 4.5 test
reported in Table IV. Hence, acidities less than their final
"fermentation limit 11 apoear to b, not tolerable for the initiation
of growth and, in fact, to lead to the death of the cells.
No extended discussion of these relations is warranted frox*
our results. The distinction between the actual "fermentation
limit" and the H-ion concentrations serving for the initiation
of • rowth of the pneumo coccus w s shown by Avery and Cullen.
The same distinction ap var,,ntly exists in the case of tococci.
(Thvj relation and distinction between the "ferment- t ion li it"
and the "limiting H-ion concentration for initiation of growth"
have been discussed in detail in part I of this paoer. )
lative longevity in different H-ion concentrations within
the ran^e of growth : The relation of H-ion concentration to the
longevity of these strains cannot be interpreted directly from the
above data. The rate of death in old cultures of any H-ion
concentration probably follows a more or less orderly course.
Consequently, the number of viable cells present at the tlni of
any of the later analyses is dependent upon the number present in
e period of maximum growth, as well as upon the H-ion concentra-
tion of the system. Moreover, in the above pH zones, in which
growth has taken place at a variaol and unequal rate, the
concentration of metabolic products (upon which ohe rate of death
is also dependent) prabs.bly is significantly different. Hence,
there are too many factors involved in the determination of the
numbers viaole after long >sur to ihe different pH zones of
jwth, to permit the &. nt of any speciiic effeot to the
hydrogen ion.

->T.
. ./Uuoary and UtiMtl M of
H-ion vjutr tiofi upon the life proccs ob
tho i at typi i-ains*
a. luonce upon amino .iitro<:> s>*
Tho lactic l its po ton moot aotiv lj in broth
between pU 6*0 rnu 7*0* 7h cheese strain seeme to require the
same o urn zone for its meet successful optone attach, t its
activity is inhibited to a much lese exteat th^n in Lhe case of t
lactic strain* 33* bovine and human strains prefer a pH zone
7.0 to b*Q for septul, tic activity .
Tho increases In amino nitrog n evidenced in systems I
different pH value are dependent upon -1 factors anu the
concentrat ion ©± H-ion m art a <>uantitativ lc 41X; orent
influence upon each or these factors* Tho iniluenee of
pH upon the growth of cell; le one a minent or the .ration
of the ....... :,ci\ jc.minaui n of the
fce of amino product io. . However, the final increase in amino
nitre
v
on io systems c t pH value is moru often a
ion of a number .us influences of the H-ion
upon a number of other factors*
Chief aman<: tho factors are tho effect or the
H-ion upon th activity of the i io or -nsyraes thesmelves, and
the influ -ion i pen the lioeratlon of
jes* Again, there i a poseioilit^ of more thr.n one
enzyme being Involved in t breaJ down of protein deriviativos,
and the specific feet o ii-io a the members of such a
pose ,,me complex i»; decidedly different* (Derns/)*
It has also been shown that il-ion concentration exert: a
Llguilice-xit influence up ,-n the u is l-itegration Si b ctoritl cej. s
arid eons.q
,
libcrst ion of . Vith these
relations in
,
M ignment of a specirio rolt to the H-ion
in the determination of the amino nitrot n increases can not be
ap reached without c ret a tests vita en»jai solutions
o tained iron the strains involve.
.
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Practical sifi.iiiie nco : The practical significance of the
above results irobabl^ ooi , s in t ollowing relation .
In systems oi' pi value approxiM 1 5.5, the cOiStitu. of
ptone" are broicen dov ~>re activ ] by the n ;olytic cheese
t:tr..in than by anj' of the other tj ^e strains, Thii is that
in .wbers oi' this grou* , play a significant part in changes in
the distribution oi" nitrogen in add cheeses and in other daisy
products, the H-ion concentration of which v/ould inhibit tho
activity of true lactics to a greater extent,
b. Influence upon growth.
Optimum pH zones for growth : :.th the large pH increments
tested in the above exw iOnts, there was apparent a^ ent
betv/een tho optimum zones for the splitting of peptone and for
growth of cells
.
Limiting initial H-ion concentrations : eh of the tj pe
strains proveo unabl to initiate growth in systems of lower
true acidity than the final acidity reached in the gluco
broth cultures of the same sirain. Coapar&tivelj re id death
oi t treptococei occurod in the zone which appi „ly lies
between the ut.ua! "fermentation limit" txtid the "limiting H-ion
concentration lor initiation of growth",
cid Tolerance ; .nun Lnt rod need into broth pi <i.5 at .'7° C,
the t^pe ;. train; nibit the folio, ing order of acid tolerance:
cheese, lactic, bovine, aiw human. Ltho tail it the same
order is in tho case of their final H-ion concentration in wlueose
broth, it L( evident that the ro-callcd ccid tolerance shows a

much greater dive ce than v.oulti »e expected iron a compai ison
of the final pil reached in cultures of th same strain. ch
a relation indicates that the final H-ion concentration or
"fermentation limits" are not due merely to an int Lc
resistance to th bactericidal actio;: of the H-ion.
Practical significance : The practical sign i fie nc
these results lies in their pro I to th illumination
the rflle of H-ion concentration in the determinat of the
moment of these different typ^s of streptococci in the microbial
balance in milk and milk product c. Th. fattens are important.
D intelligent interpretation of th,; significance of the pzeLence
of different typeu of hemolytic streptococci in cheese and other
d:iry products, requires some knowledge or the resistance of
these iaicroor Leaa and of their ability to grow in the acidities
presented in acid milk products
GlVo-n a -ar.ipl of fresh milk in which -11 four of these t^pes
of streptococci were -.resent, th more rapid r te of growth of the
lactic and cheese types in systems of H-ion concentrations between
pH 6.0 and 7.0 t would explain the fact that they rapidly outgrow
the human and bovine streptococci.* The greater sensitivity of
the human end mastitis strains to high acidities woulu tend to
c us. their . s~c France in sour milk, butter and certain cheeses.
*iJo intimation is made that th. initial limiting pH i.oncs
are the same in milk as in plain broth. very and Culien have
shown a decide^ difference in the H-ion concentrations permitting
the initiation oi growth of the pneumococcus in bugar-free and in
sugar broths. However, it is doubtful if th relative rate of
growth of the different t t> pee in different pH zones would be
^reatly disturbed by a change of medium. nevertheless, the
ssibly selective influence of unknown factors in milk cannot
be ignored.
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Tho above t3u^ 6ostionc are in keeping with common observations,
ch as tbotO recently reported by Jones on tho decrease in relative
numoers of hemolytic odder streptococci in milk upon inc ion.
They aie also in era sith tho usual assu Ml that the hemolytic
mastitis or udder streptococoi are comparatively or relatively
frequent in certi lilk or in fresh market milj£, aui ire
outgrown by the common lactic in market milk at later periods of
its handling and in fermented milk roducts.
The resistance of the cheese strain to high acidities would
explain its appearance in significant numbers in milk products
of high acidity, even though it were originally present in
relatively smal numbers.
II « Influence of the otage of Growth of the Culture
upon the Increases in Amino and Ammonia Hitrogen.
1. pei iinental
The results in the preceding experiment suggested that a
significant part of th_ increase in amino nitrogen occurred
aiter the cessation of growth of the cultures. Tho present
expei it attempts to comx^are the increases in amino nitrogen
and ammonia nitrogen at different periods of the life history of
cultures of streptococci.
ocodure
:
nt 4.
)
Infusion o oth, containing 0.£ per cent sodium phosphate was
r spared in two lots of pH vrlu.s o,6 frBd 7.4. 100 cc. of t
pH 6.6 broth was inoculatea with the lactic strain; the sane
quantity of the pH 7.4 broth, with the human strain. These
wore incubates at s>7° G. imples were remove at the end l
1, 3, 5, and 10 dsys. rte counts and HHg-U determinations
were made at each of these interval; . iiH^-tf determinations
were made from th Uftd 10 day samples.
Results are given in Table VI.

Jf.
Lactic
cunan
Table VI. a.
Influence of Stage of Growth upon increases
in Amino and in Ammonia Nitrogen,
Time UH2-K NH3- H Grov/th Stage
days mg . - in 100 cc. mg.-in 100 cc. Thousand cells in
1 cc. of culture.
2otal Increase Total Lncrease
55.1 9.8
1 57.0 1.9 140,000.
5 58.5 3.4 16.5 6.7 80,000.
5 58.8 3.7 80.
10 59.5 4.4 16.7 6.9 4.
55.2 9.8
1 56.2 3.0
1
6,000.00
3 58.6 5.4 16.3 6.5 2,000.00
5 60.4 7.2 8.00
10 62.0 8.8 17.1
Table VI
7.5
.b.
.85
Comparison of Increases in Amino and Ammonia Mtrogen During
Early and Later Periods of History of the Culture.
Amino Nitrogen Increases Ammonia Nitrogen Increases
First 3 days 5rd to 10th day First 5 days 3rd to 10th day
lactic 5.4 1.0 6.7 0.2
luman 5.4 5.4 6.5 0.8
m
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It i. evident in .able Via that the cultures continue tne
formation of amino compounds considerably beyond the period of
growth. In Table VIb it is shown that the increases he
amino nitrogen after the third day in the histor the culture
reor t a significant oart o^ the total inc- i«
same period, a much smaller proportion of the total increase in
ammonia is formed than in the care oi the amino nitrogen. is
is also shown in ire 1. A general discus; ion of the possible
meaning of those relation .11 be given below.
2. General discussion of the relation of growth stage of
cultures to increases in amino ana ammonia nitrogen.
a. jUafcure of nitrogen distribution in peptone broths.
As is well known, commercial peptone contains a greater variety
of peptone deriviatives than t be inferred from the use of the
term "peptone". A certain amount of the total nitrogen is found
in the form of compounds which are precipitated by the usual p_otein
orecipitants. This precipitator portion would be ton.. otein
nitrogen". In the sam. sample Qi eptone, the proportion of the
total nitrogen to oe termed '\ rote in nitrogen" will vary with tho
precipitant use^
.
(A. Killer)*. .hen precipita^ion is effected by
colloidal iron, the "protein nitrogen" would c.msist of proteins and
certain protein deriviatives of only slir-htly less eo.iple;:ity
( an l^ke, Vinograd- Villchur, and Lossee). ?he iilti-ate would
contain the nitrogenous constituent; oi lower comple ltyt aiid
would be termed "non-protein nitrogen". This fraction ,.uuld then
be separated into "peptide", amino, and ammonia nitrogen.
'Unpunished manuscript by Van Slyke and Hiller.
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pepticie nitrogen would consist of that portion of the non-protein
nitrogen which can be hydrolyzed to amino compounds. The amino
nitrogen and )nia nitrogen mould consist of the portion;-; of the
non-protein fraction which can be determined as amino and ammonia
mounds respectively.
In beef infusion peptone oroth )culture medium used in thi
study) a further contribution to the total nitrogen la made by the
infusion itself. e part ox its tot 1 nitrogen i: in the form
of amino compounds. (Infusion broth always contains a la.ger amount
of amino nitrogen than does e tract broth.
)
Eme actual distribution of the nitiogen contained in peptone
will, of course, vary with the degtee of hydrolysis to which the
product has be~n subjected in its manufacture. (It is-, a o >n
observation tnat the usual American products contain a larger
proportion of simple constituents than does the IVitte product.
fco peptone used in this study; la perhaps on. of the furthest
hy&rolyied of the American products.)
b. lieaning of amino nitrogen and ammonia nitrogen
increases in bacterial cultures.
. rom the above paragraphs it is seen that preforme, amino and
ammonia nitrogen exist in tho culture meuium before its inoculation.
i3oth of these classes of nitrogenous substances are utilized as
food by microorganisms. In the early period of the culture, the
microOrganisms are largely dependent fcpoj the pre forced simple
ni enous constituents presented in the mec-ium for the nitrogen
portion of their food, whether uso< for energy or for growth.
In all probability, the utilisation of a certain amount of these
substances precedes the <ual formation 01 either* It is evident
that both amino and ammonia compounds are utilised as well as
formed by microBrganisms, and that the utilization and formation
of these Oompounde mi: L preceec si ult neously and at constantl
changing velocities.

HI
ith these facts in mind, 11 is obvi ;us that determinations of
either of these compounds, if made in the earl,/ history of culture*
in media containing pref xraed amino ^nd ammonia nitrogen, present
more or less incidental values* Inc 3es ibserved in their total
concentrations merely repres nt the formation of a greater amount
than has be. n consumed. The complexity ox those relations is
increased by the fact that the portion c,. ino nitrogen consumed
may be taken either from that preformed in the system cr from that
ich has heen foimed by the organism itself* rom the: tions,
it follows that determinations made in the early history of cultures
which do not actively and Ft an early stage attack peptone with
the formati n of amino and ammonia compounds, ..ill show an actual
deer..use in the total concentration of these substances. iJuch
findings are not infrequent. ( o tests in the early periods of
cultures have been made La this stuc However, in Table ..V I
e presented results obtained with one strain which showed a
slight decrease in amino nitrogen even alter 10 days incubation
;
this strain did not> show increases in amino nitrogen until cultures
v.^r several weeks el
)
In the above da'Jft, Table via., the incr.asus in amino nitrogen
in the 24-hour tests must be cons id; v. as repre seating uhe difference
between the amount of amino nitrogen which has been :, ormed and that
which has been consumed in that period. The same probably ap fl to
.'8-hour values out to a less extent as a teoreAaa in the number
of active eells i . I t. The incr kfefl L>- aiid
15-day tests would seem to have occurred during a period in .iich
little cr na utilizutio. food would t place. he fact that the
amine, aa to bo li d more clcscly to the earlier history
01 the culture ; uggeits that ammonia production is more strictly
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associated with the actual growth of streptococci.
The drawing I finite conclusions on the signi ice of
these apparent relations is i ;.ble in the ffcot of the
following possible complex sources, and methods 01 formation of
amin. 1 ammonia compounds in peptone broth cultures.
c. Possible source d methods a ion
oi' amino and ammonia compounds in peptone
broth cultures of streptococci.
em the nature oi nitrogen distribution in peptone moth,
it follows T>hat amino compounds may arise from the hj & 1,
a number of compounds of different nature. ,th the peptide a
protein fractions a^e capable of yielding amino acids,—moreove
,
amino nitrogen ma^ be split off at the successive stages of their
cleavage. It has loeen shown above that, during certain stages of
the cultures, the utilisation of amino compounds proceeds
ultaneously with their formation. Benee, the utilisation of
amino compound may involve attacks upon the preforme -ino nitrogen.
or upon that formed by the organism or by its enzymes from of
the substrates v hich yield amino acids. Thus, the increase in
amine nitrogen observed at an; time represents the difference
between the amount of amino compounds formed from ant . of the
potential substrates and the amount of amino nitrogen consumed by
the microorganism . uring the same led.
The production c ttlno acids >e assumed to be due to the
hydrolytic action of ti M of the ctreptcoocei. However,
many questions which are involved in the relation of the formation
of amino nitrogen to the actual growth &n4 metabolism of
streptococc ei ed tCv y* e is true of a
satisfactory into tation o. tAO eomplet .ism of its
micro ial formation. It loea net Been that the formation of amino
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ids can be considered merely as a v;aste product of microbial
grov.-th nor that their production la limited to periods in which
growth is taking plac . Heither does ii m thai their production
cm be separatee, from t ^ processes involved in the growth and life
oi the cells. However, it is probable that the total increases
in amino nitrogen may be considered as includ :t least two
general periods of format! , as based upon their relation to
the th of the culture. (It is understood, that ;;h a division
can be only approximate.)
A certain part of the total increase probably represents an
unused residue of tho total amount oi amino compounds formed during
the active growth of the cultur It is onl . reasonable to suppose
that the living cell manifests at legist a quantitative selection of
amino acids i the collection presented to th m Jbv the sum of
the hydrolytic products oi thdir enzymes and by those ormed in
the system). r"he increase in amino nitrogen during the growth of
the culture represents this unused residue, a part of which ossibly
can be considered as the portion less .rabl . to the organism,
and a part merely as an • cess production. These conditions would,
of course, prevail only durini the period of growth and activity
of the cells themselves.
lowever, the above experiment shows that the production of
amino compounds t no me ns limited to the period of growth
as the concentration of amino nitrogen increases during th riod
in which tho celus are dyin. The formation of amino compounds
this period may be r I o the more or lesc incidental
action 01 their "proteolytic" ami; I, whoae activity often persists
after the de: th and disintegration of the cells . hich elaborated
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thorn. Hence, a certain part of the total production of amino
acids I oar ntl^, clue to the action of liberated enzymes,— nore
independent of the neeJs of the cell than in the former case* In
this period probably all of the amino acids forme,; a i r in t-
total incre se of amino nitrogen iii the system.
oduction of ammonia by bacteria has been asc. ibed to the
intra-c. llular deaminization of nitrogenous food by the microorganisms
(Kendall and 7/alker). This relation would i ea te that ammonia
formation is more closely associated with the growth and actual life
of the cell than is the production of amine compounds. The results
obtained La above experiment are in keeping with this conception.
Altho it is probable that the greater part ox the total increase in
ammonia is int Lately associated with the meta ,-olism of the cell,
it is unfair to ignore the appearance of a nail amount of ammonia
as a possible cleavage product of the activity of hydrolytic
enzymes.
III. I ence of TnHjig mf nro Upon th :tolytic Action vnd
Upon Other Life Pieces jf Different !£ypos of Stre otocooci.
Th I .i'luence of tempei^ature as a factor in the environment of
lactic acid bacteria has be n revie »< d in detail in part I of this
paper. There it was ehor.n that temperature may be a conditioning
factor of the rate, the extent, and at ti .:.js, the direction of
crobial roces es. ("L ice of environment upon the Lactic cid
Bacteria"; "Theoretical ogress of Lsotic Acid . orment? ; tion". )
ith t is in mind, a study vjvb made of the :ive
influenoe of different temperatures upon the life proc sses of the
different types of streptococci. The pertinence of such a study

v«r
ctly -vident froa the significance of temperature in the
systems in which these different streptococci are i'oun The
diruot significance of these temperatures upon ihv di fierent types
of streptococci will be iscu: in tne interpretation of the
results of the present study
.
1. Influence of different tempore jn
amino nitrogen increases,
le influence of different temperatures upon the amino nitrogen
increases effected b t ^ront t^pes 01 -treptococci was
studied by comparing the changes brought about oy the type strains
in the same system under different ten ture conditions. le
temper t ires of 15°, 23
, SIX , ftSft 41° C», were chosen as test
temperatures.
As a rough index of the influenc ... of temperature upon the rate
of pepto/ -litting, determinations i made of the amino nitrogen
increases brought about by equal inoeula after 24 hours incubation at
cUlferent t ratu uoans of comparing the influence of
tare upon th nal increase in peptolytic products, deter-
minations were made of the final increases in amino nitrogen .or
longer perioc ineubatio.
Pro cov ure ; (Experiment 5
)
Infusion broth, pH 7.2, oont ining 0. ediu. , was
in 100 cc. pert! rios of fll ..ere
aced la constant t< .are room - lb° and 23* a.; other
lAeed eabators at 02° and 41 0., r ."-tAvely.
dia i held over night at th I temperaturjo before
inoci Ions v/er made.
of the differ: eries receive iual inoeula of the
,= c t :\: str: ins, and wer< then incab^t. t the nate
t uperat are 8. seri s varied in eiatare from 22-" C;
the lb° series, 14-15° G. - determinations ver . ae
1, 5, and 15 day sample t • Its are ( iven in Table VII.
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Table V II.
Amino Nitrogen Increases at Different Temperatures.
Medium: Infusion broth, pH 7.2, containing 0.2 per cent
sodium phosphate. Flasks of each temperature series received
equal inocula of the respective strains. Results expressed
below as mg. NH
?
-N in 100 cc.
Human
1 day 5 days
15° # 55.4
23° 56.4 63.9
31° 57.9 64.1
41° 55.9 58.2
5 days Increase
in NHg-N.
55.5
65.0 9.5
65.4 9.9
58.5 3.0
Bovine
15u # 55.5
23° 57.0 57.5
31° 58.9 59.1
41° 58.8 60.0
55.5
58.7
59.4
60.1
3.2
3.9
4.7
Cheese
15v 55.0 61.4
23° 60.0 63.0
31° 63.7 64.0
41° 65.9 64.8
Lactic o
15 54.7 58.9
23° 57.8 59.1
51° 58.6 59.5
41° 57.5 58.6
62.0
64.3
64.8
65.5
60.2
60.6
60.3
58.8
6.5
8.8
9.3
9.8
4.7
5.1
4.8
3.3
# Uot determined.
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The results a;iven in T VII f< 11a.-.in . eneral
lations.
Peptoa lifting "b^ the lactic strain proce^dc.- most rapidl
in the temperature zone appro; imating C. Although the
greatest rate is exhibit d at this temperature , the final increase
in amino nitrogen is greatest at a somewhat lower temperas r .
The human and bovine strains \ pXlt peptone most rapidly at
temperatures between oO and 40 C» The ch strain, however,
shov.s a greater rate oi' increase at a temperature of 41° than at
31° C.
The final incr in amine nitrogen is greatest in th^ ol°
test in the case of the human strain. ia^.iiia rat iicrea^es
occurred in the greatest range of temperatur s in the case of the
cheese strain, although the lactic strain is r Lvel-, more active
. the lower t, aatures. fc a temperature of 41 C. # the process
involved in t roduction o::' amine corn .s are inliibited to a
ma. n the case of th- human and lactic strai . This
inhibition ie e:-hi ltd both in the rate of peptelysis and in the
al increase I I t. lytic products. The bovine and cheese
rains I ibit K; incre in the 41°
(This phone laim t eiaperiaient . )
jnificanca oi the as will I he
gene al review of c. fell iafluene* of teui; eratma >n
the life processes of different typos pf str^etoe^cci.
2. -rise i increases at 37° and 41° C.
.ie bovia a and cheese s:.rains had exhibited g] o
m incr ases at 41 than 1 ° C, i .it.
1 no probabl, rains would be more
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active at tempeiatures Blightl; above 37 C. than at the usual
.cubation temperature, the poe lity Oi oLher optl urn
temperature could not bo r d. oh a temperature relation
liarii pertinent in the ease of the bovine or mastitis
<sual bod:, temperature oi cows is ar than that
oi" humans. . To investigate such a pQOTlblfl relation, the fol .ng
experiment was conducted:
Procedure: ( t 6)
rice ox : s of 30 cc. of infusion broth (pH 7.2 nd
taining 0. r cent sodium phosphate), received inooula of 0.1 cc.
,ine f and choose [-trains. te s ries were incubated
at the temperatures of 37* and 41 0. , respective! . HHg-N
It .inations were made- at the end of 7 days incubation,
.suits are given below in Table VI H.
Table VIII.
Comparison of Amino Nitrogen increases at 57* and 41
Medium: Infusion broth, pH 7.2, con-
taining. 0.2 per cent sodium ph. te.
Cultures 7 days old at ti lyi is.
Totza KHr-:I.
mg. in 100 cc.
37° 41°
Human 64.5 61.0
Bovine 59.0 58.6
Cheese 64. 8 64.5
Control 55.3 55.5
Increase in UH2-N.
mt . in 100 c: •
37° 41°
9.2 .7
.7 .
9.5 9.2

Vf.
The answer to th Lraary question involved in this experime
evident in the results given in Table VIII. The total increases
in amino . itrogen are less at 41° than at S7° C. in the ease of all
of the type strains. Hence, this temperature it above the optimum
for the cheese and bovino strains. As in the pr .ceding experiment
the higher temperature does not inhibit their peptone attack to so
nv a degree as in the care of the human strain.
It will be observed in Table VII that the bovine strain
/exhibited a greater amino nitrogen increase at 41° than at :)1° C,
f while in Table VIII the increase is greater at 37° than at 41° G.
The explanation of these relations is o.ovious. le temperature of
37 is apparently more near the optimum than is 41° C. ,his
higher temperature depresses the peptolytic action to some extent,
altho* oven at this ternperatur , the bovine streptococcus is more
active than at 31 C, a temperature considerably below its optimm.
It will also be observed that in this experiment >he 41° test
of the human strain is depressed to a greater extent than in the
41 tost reported in Table VII, This depression happens to
displace the order of increase among the different types* >wever,
the same general temperature influence is still evident (the bovine
and cheese i trains are inhibited to a less extent at 41° than is
the human strain). In th: following ;nt an investigation
is made of one of the factors involved in the determination of
the activity of thw human strain at ternperatur s above 2 7° C. as
a probable explanation of such observations.
3. Influence of size of tftoc lum upon aalaa nitrogen
increases at optimum temperature, and at temperatures
above the optimum.
In the several tests made of the amino nitrogen increases
at 41° C, discrepancies frequently were evident. This w
especially time in the case of the human strain (see above
statements). In a search for the factors involved in tho
apparently irr. gular growth and peptone attack at this temperature,
teeti were made using different sisos of inocula. ts made at
41° with inocula of different sizes frequently showed evident
Inferences in the amount of growth, even when incubation was
continued until cultures were sterile. ailar ^sts made at
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o7° C. , iiov.ed no apparent di i'.er ic . The followlag experiment
is a report on one oi these tests*
9Procedure: (BiptrlMlt 7)
Infusion broth, pH 7.4, containing 0.2 per cant sodium phosphate,
sd as the medium, hree flasks, ch containing 60 ce. of
b_oth, were placed in a water bath at 41° C. for 12 hour They
re then inoculated with t. ollowin^ amounts of a 12-hour culture
of the human streptococcus: ask 1, ono loopful; .ask 2, two
i loopiuls; ask 3, 0.2 cc . This £ then Immersed in
a water bath held at 41° C. inside of an incubator, and incubated
r nine du-ys. ie temperature did not vary inore than 0.2°
during the ex eriMcnt. The tests kept immersoo so that the
surface of tho medium wes at least an inch below the surface of
the bath.
a il of the same medium were inoculated with one
loopi'ul and 0.2 cc. oi tfea culture wsed above, and incub° Jo ,d at
3 C. for the same period.
Observations of growth were^made daily for four d?ys, alter
ti b all me»i
minations wer
^iven in Table Du
which mbers oi the 41° series wer steril NH©-H
ter e made at the end of nine days. suits are
Table IX*
Influence of Size of Inoculum upon Amino Nitrogen Incr.ases
at Optimum Temperature and at Temperatures Above the Optimum,
in Cultures of the Human Hemolytic Streptococcus.
MUUH Infusion broth, pH 7.4. Tects received
inocula of sizes indicated below. The 41 series
were sterile after 4 days. 1IBL-H determinations
ere made at the end of 9 days.
ino Mi en
mg. in 100 cc.
cula 41° 37°
Control 53.0 53.0
1 loop .3 62.6
2 loops .6
0.2 c 56.5 62.7

re.
'^he results given in Table IX shov. Uiat the amino nitrogen
increL.t>^3 by this strain oi' stroptoe ecus are severely conditioned
by the size of the inoculum, at the temperature of 41° C. i the
optimum temperature the final increase in amino nitrogen does not
seem to be dependent upon ot the inoculum, . ithin the
limits tested.
Reports on the influence of th size of the inomilum upon
bacterial growth are frequent in the literature . Many of
thes.. are apparently limited to th.. ability to initiate growth,
in the case of Cole's experiments i the pneumocoecust
Studies on the role of accessory food substances in bacterial
growth and nutrition furnish examples of similar phenomena,
together with at least a partial anation of many of the
earlier observations.* With these reports the present paper
is not concerned.
Here, it is merely desired to point out that at temperatures
above the optimum, the luxuriant
(
j.owth of microorganisms may
exhibit much greater dependence upon the size of the inoe;lum f
than at optimum temperatures, This, of course, is to be
expected but the factors involve:, should not be discussed without
a greater amount of expe riinental evid nc •
In a number of our 41° tests, the influence of the size of
the inoculum does not seem to be limit6 to the ability to
itiate growth. "requentlj", small inocula ga 1 ii { .ht growth
but never approached the growth evident in tests, of the same
series with large inocule.. This obtaine hen cultures
wei cubat.: un\.il uaolutely sterile.
* Person/.:! communication of unpublished work, by Dr. O.T. Avery.
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. Influence of temperatures above tie optimum upon
the final H-ion concentration in glucose broth
•
In several tests made in conjunction with the precedi
>)erimente f the ability of the different strains to grow at
41 C. was controlled by culture in glucose broth. In one of
these testis the pH oi glucose broth culture of the lactic
strain was roughly tested by the addition of several drops of
methyl red. This culture gave a salmon yellow Q lor, which
idieated that lower final H-ion concentrations were attained
at temperatures above the optimu .
It seemed desirable to study the influence of such
temperatures upon the final H-ion concentrations reached by the
different type strains. e results obtaineo would be of value
in the interpretation of the general influence of high
temperatures upon the life processes of the different
streptococci. They would also represent a small contribution
to our knowledge of the various environmental factors which may
at times obscure the specific effect of the H-ion*
Procedure: ( xperiment 8)
Medium: Glucose im'u; broth. 50 cc. portions of the
-liuzn were brought to • teraperati f 41 C. They were then
inoculac '..th 0.3 ec. of a IE-hour culture of the respective
strains. inoculated flasks were placed in the 41° ..ater
bath used in the previous experiment.
Another series received the oula ind was incubated
t 37° u.
After 5 days incubation olectromotric del nations of the
ial pH were made by Dr. A. Itano. It is believed that these
figures represent final values as all of the 41 test cultures
v/er. sterile at the time of pH determinations with option of
the chee train. This culture contained comparatively few
viable cells by the plate method.
The results are given in Table
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Table ; .
Comparison of 1 H-Ion Concentrations of
Glucose Broth cultures at 57° and at 41° C.
ium: glucose infusion broth, p fl 7.4. Inocula: 0,., c
of 12-hour cultures, la £30 cc . ium. It res m
5 days old; human, bovine, and lactic cultures of the 41
series uer. r. terile st . : of pH determinations.
Human Bovine Lact 'c Ghee se
41° 5.6 4.7 5.0 4.3
37° 5.0 4.4 4.2 4.1
he results in Table I believed to represent final values
with .he ossible exception of the cheese strain. The fact that
the human, bovine, and lactic cultures were sterile at the time of
the test, requires that any further acid production be due to
purely enzymatic reactions, The v/ell known sensitivity of lactic
acid producing enzymes renders it improoable that these en s of
the streptococci areQmore resistant to exposure to high H-ion
concentrations at 41 , than are the cells themselves. The work of
Avery and Gullen on the enzymes of pneur.iocoecus (a close relative
of the streptococci) has shown that its mes are relatively
.isitive to deleterious influences.
If these figures are final values, -no. there: i little reason
to b clieve are not, the final H-ion concentration reached
in glucose broth at temperatures above the optimum are
significantly different than those obtained at the usual
-eubation temperatures. The difference is especially evident
in the case )f the human and lactic strains which th hout
our study have proven relatively more susceptible to high
incubation temperatures than have the bovine and cheese strains.
There is nothing surprising in the a ;Jove findings, altho' .lar
.samples in | &t streptococci have not :i given in the
literatux It 1 specially interesting, to note that the
lactic strain woula be "methyl rea negative" at this temperature.

s-y.
ia important the above results to the relat ion of
H-ion concentration lo general ierobiology is as further evidence
that other factors often o.;:curo the specific efiect of the
H-ion. Recent literature has offer ft numbers of examples in
support of Clark's e=n ntention that th jlogicr.1
constant" conception of the final H-eoncentratLon requires a
strict definition of the fermentation eastern*
The lower "fermentation limit" reached at temperatures
above the optimum may be explalne 3t easily by the
o ^ L-rivi orceSpeed u . ,A'-, W/I^—
formula used by Getman to explain the end points or final
equilibria of cayalytic reaction. It is only reasonable to
suppose that the "resistance" at 41 is greater than at the
optimum temperature. nsnee, the product of all of the factors
involved in the final inhibition of acid production, would
reach a value reducing the "speed" to zero at a H-icn concentration
which in itself would be insufficient to prohibit further acid
production at the optimum to eture. Again, positive
temperature coefficient for th . product of all of those forces
which ^re involved in this, final inhibition of growth of bacterial
cultures, would ale* requiro a lower final acidity at a higher
temi>erature.
irly large inocula were used in he above tests. lether
the size of the inoculum also influences .he final pH : , is
not known. A study of this fector was not made as the direct
object of this experi *ent rel, the c a of the relative
influence of higher incubation temperatures upon the life processes
the different types of streptococcic

s*
5. Ini'l once o: orature upon che rate of uh
and upon thu activity and viability of differ at
pes of streptococci.
The influence of temperature upon the .ducts of microbial
activity has been studied in the preceding ex^eri.nents. On
last analysis, the influence of temperature upon the accumulation
of the products of microbial processes is in amy cases, ar least
in part, a reflection of the influence of those temperatures
upon the sum total of all of those processes which are involved
in the actual growth of the coll . 10 relation, however,
is not necessao.il, parallel, nor always direct. The accumulation
of certain products is not due entirely to tho actual growth of
the cells, M Ml suggested by the results obtained in 'jiperiment 3
le VI).
r the above reasons it was desired to compare the direct
influence of different temperatures upon the growth and
multiplier ti n of the different streptococci. It was also
desired to compare the general vitality of cultures of the
different types, i.iilch had been incubated at different temperatures
for equal periods of time. The continuation of such a comparison
longer j of exposure offered a means of comparing the
relative longevity of the different types after equal ti ie
exposures to different temperature The following experiment
was conducted in the stud these relations.

J>£
Procedure: (Experiment 9),
The experiment has the following direct objects:
ll) iin approximate comparison of the relative rate of growth of
the different feypaa ol streptococci at different temperatures.
(2) A comparison oi the "genei 3 rowth condition" and vitali
of cultures ox equal age which have buen growing at di:
temperatures; this extends itself to a comparison oi* the
relative longevity of the different c troptoeocci alLer equal
tie exposure s to di ffe rynt tempe rature I
,
a. (Object I.)
Native rate of growth of the different
streptococci at different temperatures.
tisfaction of Object I required an approxiaatl
of the relative rat . growth in cultures incubated at
different temperatures. le procedure employed to meet this
end involiiad the estimation of the relative number of cells
present in the various members of a series of broth cultures
which had received equal inocula 0' the respective strains
ich had then been incubated for an equal period of time.
This set oi conditions suggested the use of the ibethod described
the "Andrade test" In : statement of "Methods of Study".
In the ap roximate comparison oi numbers, this method has been
ited to tests made with y ung cultures; it also requires that
no member of the test series has been expose*, to previous
unfavorable -nvironmonts. This set oi* conditions will obtain
in young c, Itures of the 15° t £3°, and 32°, members of the
•perature series. It la not met, however, la the 41* test
as there la a strong probability that inocula taken even fro
young cultures grown at temperatures above the optimum cannot
be compared with thoea oaken from cultures hold at lower tem-
peratures.
b. (eoject II.)
Comparison of the r lative activity and vitality
of cultures of the different t;,pes of streptococci
when incubated at different t iraturea*
The satisfaction of Object II requires an approximation
of the "general growth condition" or vitality of the different
cultures. The princi 3 nvolvec in such an :oximation
have been developed in the description of t dLr: de test".
t
m
i j.b.1 idethods of Stud^"). . the relati -ne i Laor ?fl
in that place, it is evident that the conditions underlying
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the satisfaction of Object II are met b^ the 3econd set of
conditions de,oe-.ibed in mi aaer explanation of the above
method*
The relative rate of acid xDroduotion of inocula taken froei
these cultures ill be an roximate iuncticn of t i* rel tive
growth co. edition and vitality of the various cultures under
.son. iiere, one is not limited to the comparison of
rang cultures nor to i tures not above the ..In
ot, the actual ofeji ct is the relativ rison of
the influence of all oi' the various conditions in th nftdatt
obtaining differ, nt temperatures. jT this reason thv >f
the above described method serins go be justifies, in an jximate
jimati on of the relative influence of different temperature
upon the vitality the d. streptococci.
Object II also requires comparison of th c; relative
longevity of the cultures at different temperature. The above
?thod, of course, g ; .1
;
a test of the presence of
viable eel} He r, ^©r acoual determinations of sterility
larger samples must be taken as test inocula.
oteiled procedure;
lie temperature series were prepare^ M ibed in
Expeximjnt 5; equal volumes of broth received equal inocula
of the a ctive type Btrainei these cultures were incubated
temperatures of 15 , ZZ , ol°, and 41°, respectively.
(The test media were maintained at the proper temperatures
previous to t and during inoculation.
)
The detailed manipulation involved in one "iuidrade test"
hao been given in the description of the method. (General Methods
of Study}, cc. sain lo o jer of
i series; *s dilute in sterile salt solution;
1.0 cc. of the dilution (representing 0.01 cc. of the original
sample) wo s introduced in&o Uniform test tubes containing 12 c; •
of sterile glucose Andrade infusic. 3 tests were
icubated at 67° C, and observations nedc o the ti M - red
. the attainment oi" a distinct link cole , mad
in duplicate. The 1 day to. I eriod was used in the approxima-
tion of the rate of growth. , 5, and 15 day test
used in the comparison of general growth condition and
vitality of the cultures.
r a cheek on tho possible otorility of cultures, undiluted
1.0 cc. :aiapies ,ei trouucea into glucose broth. est
was made at each of the ti eriods in the esse of the 41°
series, i t tne Ifi o v period with all of the cultures.
e data obtained are £ in Table the} are
restated in Tables XII and ; III.

iTable XI.
Data Obtained in Experiment 9.
Hours Required for Acid Production "by Inocula Taken
_'roin Cultures Incubated at Different Temperatures.
Temperature test series received equal inocula of cultures
of each type . These cultures were incubated at different
temperatures. Figures below represent time required for
production of equal amounts of acid by equal samples taken from
members of the above temperature series after stated periods
of incubation.
Age of
Culture
.
15° 23°
.
32° 41°
days
.
Lactic
1
3
5
15
9
7*
8
14*
6|
8
16
8
8*
18
9
36
sterile
Human
Bovine
Cheese
1 19 11 10£ 32
3 16 7f 8f sterile*'
5 18 11 12£ sterile
15 24-36 24-36 24-36
1
3
5
15
1
3
5
15
13 n H 9±
12f 6 4 11
13 6i n 13
14 9f 10fr sterile
10 6 6 6
t
6 6
7
6
8*
n H 10 12|
# .01 cc. sterile; 1 cc. positive in sterility testa
ide in rrlur.nne hrnth.

Sf.
10 data rep it a ae a w] in Bel I can od to
better advantage la tation of the problems in mind
by an iik dent attack upon each fl o objects of the
experiment.
a. I ctl.)
Native rate of growth of the differ nt
streptocoeci at different tempera fc urea.
2he use of the oats in $ablu in this connection is
limited* For reasons state* above, none of the figures obtained
in the 41° teste can be interpreted her . Altho* B4«*o« th
cultures of streptc t are not ycun^ 8 when incubated at
the usual incus-, liwii teiaporaturea, - uere ohoult} be no serious
objection to the use of cultures of this age wfeiefc have been
grown &% th- lower temperattares ox this series*
Sonne, it .o that these ires should serve for an
3 cemp of the relative 1 usas* I -erent
tc5:i.<e starss u >n the sat* si gi vtfe si fcfta — ferent Lyps
in iuolc XII ro rectal ;Olow.
Sable ..II.
Influense Si ifforent Soapsraturss Upon the .Site
Growth of Different J/pes s: «reptococci.
aelative rate of growth at different tem-
peratures, tessa upon • -^ comparative c t^
of aeid of e ual inoeula v /.ea
am eul - on had seen incubated £4
fc di at tonpsratares.
are .pre—Is of the
lw° # 23* t ven in
.nt tnu reciprocals o t i ass
re«iuir .its of u<
i iiad incubau
. jed ten res. icso reci .ies do
not
,
d i ro relatod only to the
values obtained for t
Lactic .11 .15 ml
.10
vine .07 .J .1
.10 .17 .17

bo.
The following general relations are evident in Table XII.
lactic streptococcus exhibitc its most rapid growth
in the temperature serie jproximating 50° • Its rate of growth
at 15° is relatively greater than that of any of the other type .
The human and bovine strains also show :::oro rapid growth at 30°
than at lower temperatures. t 41° the fch of the human
ain is inhioited to :iore :od degree than is that of the
mastitis strain.
j figures obtained for the cheese strain are of little
meaning in the direct interpretation of the inilr of
temperatur upon the rate oi' growth* Apparently, the chee
type had reached its ma j th in £4 hours II
temperatures except the lowest member of the series. . ith the
Distance peculiar to this strain, the activity of the eultv
at these temperatures did not ri pi dimini . the a
.it oi' m- xii ' h.
b. (Ob,}eot II.;
Comparison of the relative activity and vitality
of cultures of the different types of streptococci
when incubated at different temperature *
or reasons given above in the preceding discussion, it mm
that 11 o: th In Table XI can be used in
comparing the relative influence of differont tempersturcs upon
the general activity and vitality of the different streptocoec.
.
To serve as a means of more ready comparison of tho figures
i
obtained, the, e presented in a slightly d rent form in
Table 2 II.
In the jfttn of e^ch a train, the test which showed the most
rapid acid production Is as- tuned to represent th: temperature-
ti period i. '.oh th t strain exhibited ita gre; ' I .
This assumption is of course limited to the temperature -time
periods tested. A larger number of tests would be required for
the "period of greatest activity" so obtained, to represent
anything app:. oli.te value.

In the presentation below, (Table XIII), the tempera ture-
time "period of ^reatest activity" of the different strains is
expressed as unity. The reciprocals of the tin* required in the
other tests of each strain is then multiplied by the time required
in the teLt taken from the 1 ture- ' "period c t at
activity" of the same strain. The relation ;n these figures
is by no means lute or definlt . erthelesi-, t :kv, is
o believe that the »y serve as convenient indices of the
influence of .different temperatures upon the general ctivity
an tality of the different streptococci, .xese figures are
given in the following table.. (Table XIII).

t I
Table XIII.
Relative Activity and Vitality of Cultures of Different Types of
Streptococci Grown at Different Temperatures.
(See text for limitation of values reported below, and for
the basis of their assignment).
Lactic
Age of
Culture. 15° 25° 32° 41°
days
1 .69 .95 1.00 .69
3 .85 .81 .78 .18 i
5 .78 .78 .74
»
15 .44 .59 .55 „__
Human 1 .41 .70 .76 .26
3 .49 1.00 .92
5 .45 .70 .64
Bovine 1 .46 .80
5 .47 1.00
.89 .65
.92 .55
.85 .45
.57 ——
—
5 .46 .92
15 .45 .62
Cheese 1 .60 1.00 1.00 1.00
3 .80 1.00 1.00 1.00
5 .92 .92 .86 .71
15 .85 .75 .60 .47

The values given in Table XXIX ^how the following general
relations:
Growth of the lactic strain is ajj>paren$ly inhibited to
a less extent by low temperatures than is that of the other type
strains. 2he human strain exhibited the narrowest range of
temperature for growth*
Both the laotic and the human streptococci, while able to
grow to some extent at 41 C, are rapidly weakened and killed
,'ter comparatively short exposure to that temperature. &9 in
previous experiments at 41°, the life processes of the cheese
and mastitis strains are inhibited to a less extent.
The resistance of the cheese strain at this temperature
was striking as a survival of 15 days at 41° C. is a surprising
exhibition for a hemolytic streptococcus. However, this strain
also proved exceedingly resist nt to all other unfavorable
environmental conditions. On the other hand, the relative
resist, nee of the mastitis strain at 41° is more interesting.
Its resist noe relative to the human strain is easily explained
by assuming the human streptococcus to be in general & more
delicate organism. However, the greater resistance of the mastitis
strain in comparison to the lactic streptococcus cannot be explained
upon a similar oasis.
It was found that the bovine strain was loss resistant in
heating experiments conducted at temperatures auove 60° C. (In
t sts made in milk, the lactic survived the conditions of the
pasteurization proces
, il the mastiti3 strain quickly
succumbed.) While these tv.*c experiments are not dir ctl^
eo .arable, it is evident that t »«titis streptococcus is not
more resistant to a given period of exposure to tempo • tures
above 60° C. Such a relation mi^ht point to a po;. s ibility of
differences in the temper.- tu.re coefficients oj tfcl disinfoctio
rates of these two strains een 41° and 63° C. The question

fcowever, is Q robeble ini'lu.noo 01 previous culture
the resist nee of both Strain* to heat. Id the abrenee o
ther experimental deta, it i mor viM o assume that the
diffe~~nce i:i longevity ox the bovine end lactic strains t 41°
e. t rt - .&£ a relation dependent upon th fact that this
temperature is iurther removed from the ottiauu tesiporature lor
growth of the laetie strains*
Bis relative activity of cultureE v.hiea, after recei
equal ieccula of each type etr? in. wer incubated for b days,
may be aaei to illustate the general behavior of the different
type strains in eavirweents of different temperatures* IhMM
5 day value 8 are plotted below in figure 1* "hie figure ia
well adapted to an immediate survey of the general relati nc of
the type strains to the different test temperatures.
She following relatione are among those evident in figure £•
Ow 15° values for the human sad bovine ctrains represent culture
which heve not multiplied since tee initial inoculum {compare
values given la Sable XtllK £he cheese and laetie strains,
which grew at this temperature, have diminished in activity to
a less extent at 1£ than at the higher temperatures* The
well kaoiwi greater longevity and sore ersistent activity of
eultares held at lower temperatures is evident in ell ©^ the
series in the figure, and requires I o farea** di souse ion* ;h
sudden erop in activity of th. 4.1° teste of the human and laetie
strains is indicative el the iieasitivity of thee tr ins to
o
temperatures auove 3? 0»

K^'ative Activity of Cultures of Different
Typ^s of 3Tr"epTocccci7 whic^ Have Been
1 r • -
Incubated v5" Days <=»t Different lemperaWes.
elative
1.0
.?
•r
•7
.6
3
•2
./
.0—
{values plottM below Jire+^ken from UtleAIII,)
IS
1
6
Z3°
D
i
31
t
O Lactic (nonhemolytic)
# Human (hcmoivr«c).
a Mastitis or Udde r (he«J.)C heese (hemolytic).
-y/°
di

6* Summary and discaauion of th- influence of temperature
upon the life iroeess&s or the dif ereat etr tooccci.
Sae lactic etrala exhibits greater iive activity I
taaB*a*tat*a below SO9 then do any of the other type stiaiai.
Tae lactic streptococcus 4 reduced a higher final eooc atxrtion
of amino compounds st a temperature lover than that require J for
.aWet rate of format I vn of amino eoapoaada* rais Li not aa
uausuel eaaervation as frequent1% higher fiaa] cad points are
tittup* at temperaturee tela* that at which the gsaateat velocity
displayed* (Sec "theoretical Progress of Lactic Acid
fermentation" - art I of this pa ;er).
At 41° C*, the peptone e_ ig pmvs ; p of the bc%*ine and
the cheese stasias ere inhibited to a less extent than are those
of the lactic &rA the human strains*
Influence upon final ]j-ion oeneeiitrtit.Lon*
1 41e 0« lower final true ities *re reached la glucose
broth by the different type strains than at &7°* As la the
ease of the aalno nitrogen
.
reduction, the inhibition of the
bovine aad masai 1 strains is relatively las tfcan that of the
aaaen aad lectio types*
Influence upon .,re*t{i and, activity*
iiuch the same he influence of temperature upon the rate
of growth as upon the rate of amino reduction. As ie to
be czpectea, the decrease In activity is lee: a. lower temperatures
than at hi ampere iureu in the ease 1 strains* I'he bovisa

u.
eiioef li.-i.ai * I Mtlj gfi« MB** aetlv.Ip ai •. I ffeM a, tfcs
other t_r9e, rat alco decrease in activity lose rapidly at thie
In the c&sc of the bovine strain. It does not seen that
its relative resistance to this tcffiporature is due to an Intrinsic
rcsictaaeo to disinfect -cri fcy ho't. It seams more probable
that 41° nerely represents & point nearer the options tenue^ature
of the bsvlne than o* the lactic atraia, ratlior i lihat tni&
bovine ctre toeoeou.r ia more rsslataafc to a given period of
exposure to high temperatures*
^raqticsl qlfgal/lfenoc*
She practical significance of these temperature relations
consists in tne relation of temperature to fch~ detuttaiaatson of
thu relative number of different t^pe# of streptococci present
in mXx& £nd milk products held at dif^ornt fcs§ oratures. Mi
and a&stitis strains (in additlen to the before mentioned
influence of Il-ion ecne-ntratiG.. } .uuld e outgrown in milk hold
and
at low te , erature sf the lactic Aoheose strains*
Xt Is also e ;t that both th- cheese and 3 actio strains
could attack the nLtrogonous constituents of low
temperatur a.
IV. Influence of Oxygen Concentration ui>on Amino Hitrjgon
Licreesea.
the lnflu^nco of ex. ctoi lc the
enviionment of l&etle eeid easterly has been re slaved in detail
in ?art I of this paper* ["tlflimi of £nvlrjament upon lactic
acid Bacteria".) There it i?ec ehovn that this factor plays an

<*/.
iaporta.it rdle In th ^termination of oany micro ial proecai
to i paawaaaj of oxidation processes ae a means of obtaining
energy tor microbial growth has- also b en iecuBBed la aotail In
part X* ("Uhoaiaal Cbaagsa Involved in Laatic Acid /ermentation"-
'rcnsforontlon i rgy". } Tha geaaral : ignifieaaee of tn
investigation of the Inllueaae of oxygon oonoentrai ion upon tha
activity of the difxer;nt typao of str otooocei ta evident by a
revlaw of those discussions*
m direst Slgniftawaa* of a comparison of the laflueaec
of different oxygen concentrst'one upon the peptone attack of the
different streptococci, lies In the fact that thesa different
;*b of streptococci frequently ere found at different timet; in
oteas of widely different oxygen concentrations* Tha "liiiaan*
and "bovine" straptoccsei are scaaenly faaao in tha aaiaal sway
under conditions, possibly differing in oxygen concentration.
Lactic streptococci are also found aaeer is ranges of c&ygea
eanaaatretlon. Tha caneontr:.*tlon of oxygen in ailk la rapidly
changing during microbial growth, and c»s Marshall* has shorn, soon
ap roaches a aiaiaasu In eassse and other s; tteae in which the
lactic ^roup are involveo, the oonc nt*atioa of anyaaa may also
ae a factor in determining the rata, th& extent, or posulbly the
direct! a of the ehangss brought about ay lactic aaid bacteria.
The importance of all of these relations pointed to tha
pertinouo of the study of the relation of oxygen concentratio*
to the pept attaak of tha different t>*naa of streptococci.
Ths investigation of these relations sonsu ted in tha aaaaarlaan
* ersonal seaaauUsation.

<ft.
of the amino nitrogen increases eixectoc tg the different otre
toe 6vi, when £rov/u In e rteae differing only in the coneentrutiou
of ataespux
1 rst 1 aqierimsat 10 )
L. zoic cOiifiiti as wer-? obtained by the method suggested by
the recen; ficrk of viatee and Olitsk^ . oe p^ i.pl^s oi' _
method consist la deoxygeSftftdea of the medium In boiling .'ind
.»rlaying the eeoKygeaeteg medium with sterile mel- vaseline;.
2he malted vaseline ser as an nirective peal Inhibiting the
,*ese cf u« nearobie conditions ere maiatelaeu by tha
reducing actio pept in fai alkaline systems at a
iemaar&ture of '. 7C t« ethylene blue waa uaed ae ths indicator
of ti tetlv m of the removal of oxygen ant of tfei
maintenance ox ueo^gunatic,..
bailed proeeiur 60 ce» oi infusion broth* pH 7.«J, was
sterilized in th© tubes eomaaaly used in the "reductase" test
lu milk aiielyBifcu 0»4 ce# of a 1 pax cent sterile solution of
>lue waa added to one tttae to sorve aa a later .hoc*
ob the aziaorobic conditional rho tuboa i hock wer^ placed
in the cteamer at 10o° G« a^a boile:; until deeolori^at of tha
eok indictted that the dissolved air w s driven out of the
medium. The tubes MM then removed separately, and the mediem
overlayed 7;ith sterile melted vaseline and immediately cooled in
running water to solidify the vaseline. t^ mum manipulation
ad with the check. ?he methylene blue remained
decolorised during tha time required for the overlaying of the
vaseline, which prove, taat appreciable amounts of o^gea did
not e&ter the s^elum daria^ this procedure* Vhe tests and tha
cheek wer then incubate, lor 7£ hears at &Y* C* to ensure
sterility &nd emeeresie uoiWiti
2he mum broth was used in the aaae of the aerobic series*
la this ease* bO cc portion* were sterilised La shrlc-nmoyer
,a and )ct'3, to the same heating conditions a tha
&neerooie seriJ3.
id two series reeeivoti equal inocula of eaeh strain*
The anaerobic aeries were i 'ated by means oi a capillary
pipette, rjw la tests were incabat d at *>29 0; the other
strp ,77° C* After 8 devij inc , ; -ii ieterminations
wore aade. Semite are given in ...

Table XV.
Influence of Oxygen Concentration upon Increases in Amino iiitrogen.
jc.ium: Infusion "broth, pH 7.3. Anaerobic conditions were
maintained by vaseline seals. Cultures 8 days old at time of
analysis. Results are expressed as mg. NHg-K per 100 cc.
6?
Aerobic
Total
.Lactic 55.8
Human 60.8
Bovine 55.6
Cheese 60.6
Control 51.0
Increases
4.8
9.8
4.6
9.6
Anaerobic
Total Increase
s
56.2 5.2
60.7 9.7
55.8 4.8
60.1 9.1
51.0 _ —
—
The results given in Table XV show that the human, bovine,
and lactic strains were not greatly influenced by the concentra-
tions of oxygen tested in the above experiment. rhia is quite
in accordance with the usual assumption that most streptococci
are "facultative anaerobes". The cheese strain alone appears
to attack peptone with greater avidity under aerobic conditions.
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V* ptU-sal :nvix oriental ( o.. Itlo jt tho ifiero t
iasn b;, the in£
?ae oxoeriaents jnst reporter of iter a means of ehoosii
:
.
the
environmental conditions under which to contact the ccerparisan of
the peptol^ tie activity of tho different types of streptoocoei .
t be studies* in Seoticn 3. Tho following *mmmz$ presents
the conditions chosen ra reptest i£ optimal conditions for the
different streptococci*
3~lon concentration zonus*
Lactie and cheese strains - pH 5*5
-ovime ana. human strains • pH f«J
Lactic atrains - apyroxviiaately 30*
Other etraino - 57° G.
Oxy^ea Concentration*
Little difference) ess jaenifesw between a«rooie ane
aerobic cultures of the different streptococci*
MP purpose aavenicnoe aercbia ures will oe
n *<*e*ic<.
^neeo eemcitions will oe maintained in tat* inv otigatlcft
ported in Section 3.

u.
Section B«
U
I* Preliminary : temente.
3U 1'elati.on to preceding etudier*
The preceding etudiec have bom cc-r.eerned primarily with
tho establishment of definite optimal environmental conditions
.or the pep-: lytic action of the different streptococci* sssl
short cuaacr^ given on the preceding page ft tee the conditions
established as optimum for the different ty-c s. te follov
studies are eeneerned with aea8aresient& of the *mir»o aaft
weenie eo&peaa&s which a: oraed by a larger swaber of strain*
of thtt various typos v-bea growing la eeptone broth writer tbe
foreroinfe ctaadas^isn^ optimum environaeat&l conditions*
Saab aea i ente of the relative production of theee
products by a nuabor of strains of differ at types l mien
a certain contribution to car knowledge differences or likenesses
in meteboliB© between differ at groups ox streptococci* the
•suae t , they offer a ei .ilar means of uoaperieoa betwo—
different members of the same type c€ streptococci, M now
recognised la sent tene of grouping theee organ* ems •

IJL
* value an rth oi such comparii;on« lo large! conditioned
he number ox atrains included in the to; i • However, they
are eonditi n equal le kaowlcage or* other
characters, and oi ovioue htd f the strains which are
studied, It is obvious that a eoa«arieon of the peptone splitting
ectlvity of the awb£d and lactic gremwc of streptococci requires e<
e* urines that the strains upun which the comparison la based possess
the eharaeters accell/ assigned to those groans* She nu»ber of
strains included in she followi% tee 3 aot large* However, it
Is believed thst tho tv represent a fairly- typical v. 3tioa of the
fftreat t.vpes* The following description of the strain- U • G<3od
to that furnished la the introduction.
t» -iptio^ts of groups and strains stud'ec:
Lactic group:
rains from sour nt
J
d dairy avoduets are included
in this ction* In Part IX of txiis paper, theEC strains are
completely describe., at r.hlcn plae** evidence is nreeentoa ttet most
cf taccc strains would probaoly 00 Included in who so-oallc tiyp«
lections pi ' . Ive strains (S3 , S. C t h\ Q) agree la ell
characters with brans' characterisation of this group* 3 regaining
strains, with the possible exception of strain X, agree with the
usual characterisation of the Xactie *, pe* il at the* re* ;cc titans
he *gulatiort Li Xitsus ailfc cultures, fctively acidify ail '-.
,
grow at low temperatures, a >n co trat; eld
than pH 5*0 in glucose troth* Lth thu exception of strain X* none
of tiie sour ailk si are hemolytic on bloc* cgar* strain
represent? 5. hemolytic ccwr ©ilk ©tr?in. ^hion, to se^ the least, is
closely related to the typical lactic streptococci* (Ms PBf the
other neuol^tie sour nn.lk strain described In F&rt II , was lotrt
through e laboratory accident*
)
fhe first mentioned fife Ptrr are termed ".lassie"
cocci wiih apparent justification; swrcims aro termed
"acahhemolytic bour siilic" and "hemolytic sour milk 11 strains* It is
occele, however, th&t all of the non-hoiaol. tie strains possess a
emfficiest number of chars cters In comae* to be included in the
large laotiw group.
Kemoly lie human feroap:
lis eroap is repreeeni b; oleTen strains which were furnished
ey Dr. 0. I* Avery as a typical collection of hemolytic streptococci
from human pathological conditions* ?hese strains agree 1:. the

"/-*.
folic eharact <.t final - coaeentratioas
approT.laatcl^ pH :"-.0. do net grow at 10° C. # and axe associated
with human rathologU . 'Shubl are been
jrther described in Part II hie _aper« ane by Avery am
(IS15 f ana by Boches, Areri an: I 7b* actual c-.aco
of these strains le riven in Table XTXI*
Hemolytic mastit,io or udder grotty:
Jhis group in represented by eight strains n/«ioh were tarnished
by Dr. . tm ver . Thoem strains /.uulude iter- Is strain*
obtained £rm the adder end from ease* of mastitis* ?**? represent
members c£ the "bovine** group of feem.lv tie strej eel« e
of the probable heterogenous cbaracter of the •beTine* at "high-aeid 1
group of head, tic streptococci, our comparison i to its
racers cbteimwd Cram feme uddai b »J cow*. These strains differ
from the preceding group in the'exbl ition of H-io» eonae/i f;rati as
mem ccid than pH 5«G» lama of the** f.trains are able to grow at
10° G. in luoose broth*
Hemolytic cheese group:
is group is represented by ec:Ij na strain, "Sfcww", which
was alee naed e.c a ^ype strain in the preceding studice.
group has not been studi* ~ bo great an extent as tl seeding
groups, a complete descriptive roup say bt tad is
the recent work of • Avery. The description of ^e
strain has buen given previously {Tabular £ummary,part Hi*
Jtt-feemol;tic s&udrirmnt atrai:
a aon-h aolytic _f&usrfcr r&in deonriVe.* in Part II haw
included in a part of this stud • It la not prwmaated ai
a t ^al representative of any riioui . <ronp, as eemparatl ely
little ie known of the streptococci of fermentec plant pioSncts.
txalm is descri.1 Ito eompletel* in t i abwlar Snmnary
in Pert II.
Si
1%
Hm Caaparleoii of Amino and on /aaonla nitrogen
ExaibJte* bv Different Meat*** oi the Lactic iouat
sad ey Strain* of Other Types treptococci.
It la deeirefl to compere II creeeoe in amino sad amacx*ia
nitrogen brought about in peptone broth ay different members of
the lactic prrrup. It is further de&ireu to compare those
increases with thosa effsctec other t}poe of streptococci waea
grosa wh6l*t el .il&r condlti to* i I of these objects
resent c a aeiac of shcting difterenaea and liitoncsees in this
phase oi the metabolise: t lactic streptococci, r&2 of
comparing the products aacumulated. in lsr cultures of different
types of stx~ N U
She tests hare sees mt.de in broths 01 a pK value ap, I •atlas;
tnet at i recto, mill * This represents a H-ion ooneentration eoi
core favorable te the lactic end cheese strains than to the
aad *a -title strains* Optiaaa temperature conditions were
aaiataiaed far the various
Infusion broth* pH &•$., ssnte OWt per cent coaium phosphate,
wat lat* ba the cevaateen lf-
etr -\& 9 mk2 asaalj tic nor. r.i He attala, s rcaraacatativa stasia of
aeffe the hu&ol: tic human and hoac^ B aset-i . the
hemolytic cheese ftrain, and the nonhemolytic saaerfcraat strain*
The sonr milk strain?; ind the saaarkraut streia wer*. incubate^ t
he other t pe strains at 37° c. Amino *nd aamoaia litrogea
determinations wero 35 iftei J osults axe
p±\ n oeloa in laolo aVI.

7S.
mm xvi.
Amino and Asuonia 3itrog#a Incroaaas liffocted
d; Utemat uaubere o:i **%lM Qroup,
bl- Strain* oi Otaar ea of Straptoaoeul.
tteaiua; infusion u. jm 6.< lj. a* soux uil utr&ias w«ro
Incuaateti bt 31° U.; otkor typs B^rai***, at »?• 0. Gulturee war*
i£ dti-^a olu vt ial j axx< a. ulfce | «*lof. «< ./lOOoc,
otal
s
e
£acU.; strains
( rtoii-U^niolytio }
Tt
H
HOBWieaol^tic sour
1/
w
HlC "
I "
1
z
I «
I w
5 •
6 »
7 •
8 »
II
1«
ft
ft
«
n
n
M
I
4*
tt
It
II
ft
a
«
w
3 80ttX
Ik strain
SKolyt
C67 usalj t ic
anstitls strain
olytic
.4
61.&
.7
61.
61.
fiO.
•0
6X#7
•4
61.
60.7
67.S
X £on««*&ftl^ti* .8
Bar.arfcre.ut strain
1**4
.7
16.o
15.1
16.1
11.6
17.1
Cactrol I*.
• V
17.0
17.4
10.0
7
in B H
:
6.0
4.7
5.G
1.U
4.*
7.5
...
7,7
S.4
..
6.3
.
old culture of aaa* strain in
gave increase of 0.. .
broth

"U.
The results given In Inola ; VI show th following general
relations:
this lactic and non-horaolytic sour milk strains chow considerable
variations in the amount of amino and amuonia compounde formed la
pepteas broth* ?he increases la amino nitrogen varied from 1*6 to
6«3 ag* per 100 ue« Ihe increases In ammonia nitrogen varied from
£•9 to 8.0 mg« pat* luO aa« - 1though ten strain which exhibited
the lowest final inoroaaa in amino nitrogea also produced the
eaalleet increase in mnmsnia, there sees* to be ao definite relation
between the increases in thaBv two products by the various strains.
Bat inire t acntly a strain which produaaa a greater iaareaaa ia
than another strain* shows a smaller Increase ia amino aeide*
In ohis medium, the hemolytic soar milk serein ehowa aa amino
nitrogen increase slight I;, higher than the aveiage among the asm
hemolytic strains. It decs not, however, show greater ineraaaa
than that exhibited by several other soar milk strains, in tale
pH zone.
the hemolytic :mistitie strain shows an amino nitrogen inereaei
within ohe range exhibited ay feme lactic sour milk group* On tae
other huiid, uoth the *te*&* ^nd human hemolytic strains produce
greater increases la amino acids than do any of the aumesrs of the
lactic group. it must be remembered, of coarse, that the pfi of
tale aetium is mor* ffcvoraole to tae laetics taaa to tae mastitie
sad aaman strains*
She sauerkraut strain at the end of 18 daya iacub i,
showed ao iaareaaa ia amino nitrogea. A nine weak old culture
of tae same strain showed a small bat significant increase of

7 7
0*9 mg. inding le in accord with the discussion of
—fining of increases in anino compound s» v;hioh baa be^n fiven la
sootion A* {" Influence oj. the Stage of Growth of the Coltore apon
Inoreaaes in Ammonia and Amino &itrogenn .)
III. comparison of Amino nitrogen Inoreaaea /.ffooted
by j ifi'er^nt 2$pes of treptccocci*
The preceding experiment naa shown that the final increases im
amino nitrogen seemaa to diner in the same of certain oi the
different t^pea of atreptocoeei* A greater divergenee waa shewn
to exist between the inoreaaea in jmino nitrogen manifested aw
the different t^pes» than between their increases ia ammonia*
Far this reason, the present eaqpertaaai waa limited I comparisons
of the production of amino compounda*
^he ]iiiii^ amjami a! fcma iipaflm ma i; In wammmrlmam of
the amino nitrogen increases brought about b$ erent t^-pea of
streptococci. 2he inclusion of a larger nmmber of strains of the
lawman and mastitis vpee was essential for this purpose* the
stud* of a nambar of strains of these t^pes also offered a maaaa
of ammparlxi£ the amino nitrogen increases menifaeteo by different
members 01 the r creative groupa*
In this experiment* e H-ion concentration is cnosen which
op roximates that of blood, and of the usual baetoriologiaal mat ia f
rhis repreaants the pH zona more Usvorable to the mmmam and jovina
streptococci* Swo strains of lactic streptococci arc include* as
al representative8 of the lactic group* Tae hemolytic sour

ll
ailk strain la also included in an attempt to compare its relation
to the other t^pes, in a pH son* uanally nose f' vorable to
>l^tic etr ptocooci than that used in the preceding experiment*
hom.lv. tie cheese strain is included for comparative purposes*
Fxoeeuure: ( xperiasent !£)•
Infusion broth, pH f«m* containing 0«S -per cent todies
noephat
,
lated ex lin of the coi: on of
ammnn and mas itU streptococci, and vita tnso represent tive laotic
strains* tho hemolytic; seur milk strain, i-nd the he;. i cheese
strain* After 10 days incubation at 37* C. amino nitrogen
determinations mere m c •
fiesults axe siren in SJablee .VII and : VIII*
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Tfcble XVII.
Amino Nitrogen Increases by Streptococci from Different Sources,
Medium: Infusion broth, pH 7.5. containing 0*2 per
cent odium phosphate. Culture £ incubated ten days
at 37° C. before analysis. Results given as mg. /100 cc.
Strain
S23
S125
S72
S55
S67
S271
S3
S32
S84
SI73
370
VI
V2
C53
C67
C59
C67
C69
M26
•
a
Source
Throat
hroat, lobar pneumonia
-hroat, lobar pneumonia
Sputum, bronoho pneumonia
Blood, bronoho pneumonia
Septicemia
Lung autopsy, broncho pneumonia
Lung autopsy, broncho pneumonia
Pleural fluid
Scarlet fever
Udder
Udder
Mastitis
Mastitis
Mastitis
Mastitis
Mastitis
Mastitis
Sour milk
Sour milk
Sour milk
MAN Jhsese
Control
(non-hemolytio)
it
(hemolytic)
(hemolytio)
Amino Nitrogen
Total Increase
69.3 7.6
61.3 9.6
61.1 9.4
59.6 7.8
60.6 8.9
62.7 11.0
58.3 6.6
60.9 9.2
69.8 8.1
61.6 9.8
69.7 8.0
56.4 4.7
57.0 5.3
57.4 6.7
58.2 6.6
55.8 4.1
67.6 5.9
57.4 5.7
58.3 6.6
6. .7 4.0
56.2 4.6
69.7 8.0
60.6
61.7
8.9

Table Jflttll.
Amino Nitrogen Increases by Different Types of Streptococci,
Results presented in Table XVII are rearranged
below, with strains grouped according to t^pes.
Figures giTen below represent nig. HHg-H/lOO cc.
2
Hemolytic
title or Udder Strains
VI 4.7
VE 5.3
C53 5.7
C57 6.5
C59 4.1
C67 5.9
C69 5.7
M26 6.6
Hemolytic
Hainan Strains
323 7.6
S125 9.6
372 9.4
S55 7.8
367 8.9
S271 11.0
S3 6.6
S32 9.2
364 8.1
S273 9.8
370 8.0
Von-hemolytie Lactic
or Sour Milk Strains.
3 4.0
4.5
Hemolytic
Sour Milk Strain
X 8.0
Hemolytic
Cheese strain
U4I 8.9

?/.
In ruble XVIII, the variations in amino nitrogen
by different members of the aum'n end th»> bovine hemolytic £rcmpe
ere esem to cover about as a ranve as that exhibited by the
different non-h ;mol^tie tour milk or lactic straine is the
preceding experiment* la the pH sone of th last experiment,
the maetttin collect ion effected I mately the same range of
amino nitrogen Increase* ae that ehown by the bout milk or lactic
group In the »H 6«£
In spite of th variation within the different groups, a
certain divergence in the rminc add production la evident
between the different t^pes. S!he minimum increases effected
by the human collection ir no less than the maximum effected by
any o± the stfrnt bovine strains studied. cotrrse, there Is no
reason to believe that a study of a larger number of strains of
both types might not reveal a considerable overlapping of the
range of amine acta production f the two types.
If tmc h-m Is I strair • cons: d a
member of the so-calleo lactic group, an example of each sn
overlapping of increases in amino nitrogen is presented above*
However, it is also evident that the amino acid produeti n of this
strain approximates that sf the representative oi K. c. *very*s
group of hea Lc cheese streptococci*
The variations within the different groups and the civerg- nee
in amino mfttatf n Uxor uses by th dit e nt types are
evident U i f ure 3*
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IV* lieneral Disouaalcn of tbu Ooeiparatiix ?eptolw tic
Activity of ..liferent A, pee of Streptococci.
i
la .oaino lit*
Tne collect1oae of luotio or .loa-hoa*
toe ao—lytic aaetitjL8 strains, and aeaol^fcio
saoved considerable variation la the production 02' aaiao ^o^poanda
ay the different aofibnre no varices groape* la a ge^i waj#
it n*\. ee acid taat too increases aiao ftlt—fm V
tee l&etio strains stadied, caver abc&t fcno saoe range ee taoee
vxhi^ited b> tae aaaol^tie aaetitl^ strai* . Pfci PM( 1 il —1—
acid prodaetioii oy tjose t^pas is afcauli^ leee ta&n tae e»
pro need b> ta* representative . . • ^ver**b acac. 3a
greep* Ai above »tat—ats are, _uree # a—ai»iv.
—btr cf strains studies a^A aire eatli .aaa aad io
tat: eotditieae Si tae present expert-at*
ivergeaec ia : auao ac daetioa in peptone euth
ie prooaal^ of aa diagnostic tag ace« ii i»t i
pectilLai inter*. rom the standpoint of microbial ph^si.
Ita ooonwaio isipcrtauce i id 10 its cont: n
to a aove ictL-.ib.te kacwleu<;e of tho nov .am oi etrcptaso—i
which are fcaportent la agri ie health.
iU> expiai*ntion el the appaxt Lvergenae la tne extent t
pept< . -er nore latitats end
eottenoou stiieies of tat as factors and ioraos valftb era
involve.* m toe forn&tion
8sae of tae— have already oeen suggested la Seoti • Umg

8 3.
the atoat important or thcae aow recogaiiod are the pot ntlul
activity o- Uii eaayaea involve** the .onoontretioa | .• eaayaea,
the liooititl* a of tfcu. enfcjpaaa ia^o tfa^ fcrurolyala 8>eta* iteel.
,
the tftsbili*.^ oi* the en*t,aa# activity in eartaia enviromenta, an*
who »1 y 0* tfca euliL *o«r - ,» uareeo£nifcaA
at who prewant also a?« probably also llwa* Moreover, v *e
roiative aooent o- ill el tnaae gbreea Ul LtlMaai^ sad ly
a di*-
,
all aaa ana in tit* aaviir rumen*.
$3 ia ,- . .
^ at tyo-ib* of atr ptooocu 'IT*^"*
iau <*ua*tioaa a
saouii^^.x, u ua a^**4i#u. - eetioa wiUi ea&Mttm v mm
—erynv, itaa closely mdfttta laioro&cgpAi^:.. uioa,
ionraa, r«. a «.».« a - analta&ad and not L^v *d
wh'oh lr. act a&Mfa ,. J. ,;u« ft ia al»ys $aasil)le that
there is little differ nee la tne potential activity of aimlar
aaayaes of auen eloe-Xy related crgaaiaaa** ad that quantitative
inferences observe* in their proc eie ie due tc ii*ait*tion 1
their operation by one cr nor* at j above neutioaad eeaditiaae*
la cor rttion of the zbaulte %€ AT»ry as* ilea, toe relation
of virulence to the activity of the .eolytie ensynea of pnev-
macoaci would bociij to os react* •
?ho concoatretion ox the ea*yat>0 ia cloudy related, but act
i eeeaaril^ pi .el to the growth &a. u^er oX the #ella« H
ia interesting to obeerve tutt rjany of the human t a* whieh
give apparently delicate growth in broth 1 **« give auam hi> ;ier
increases ia aaiL trog. h&n do the eoeaincly more luxuriantly

•owine lactlo and frovlne : Bfe
The relation o. sistegratli lie and thu connequont
libaxat en 01 o&ao ens^nnaa la alec lotaareatia , capoo tally in
rter&ti u c ti in czptrtir
rrita the asaaa and 1 etia etratna*
iaereaa*s la ^noaia .og«n.
'£»« priwuaticn ui anaaaia aaa ioaau u* ravy to t k ©::tent
within ine luetic ^ioup* *n*> tat fcfp*4 did
Kfclatt any BTirJcaa ai£i*rett** in aanonie r_I tiogaa Ufcrtaaaa la
tne aadi* u**c saaaat. to be no a«a. « lalaticm vatpaaa
tno ineracaaa In miau t.na m aionln aitrafa*, - u^itit** »**an taa
uix^ereni- amaara oi taa lactic E*Of n t&* &u .
a^tativa c. tn<* otaai *a*
.on* i tu^ett tbet taa jpvaauci Ui* ci* tmmm .s
largely aaa fee Of*WH - pioaeLF-ae tfcfra is in*
pi tion »i fla MqtaoftAfe It vac i in u^c A
t&at wiie 2creation naonia ti culture*" 1*
ae&acibta* &c£« strictly wS
o*oaai than it fca **

f<r-
Section A*
relative iniluuneo of environmental conditions
inveati: ted for the purpose of estaeiiBhiDg the optima? 1 eonai
for tolytie action of different typo* of ^ptoeoe i.
As an index of the swcoesBful operation of the peptolytie preeesaee,
measurements wei*e rjade of the relative amounts of amino ead
nitrogen which were formed by the different Btreptocooc: sham
growing in different envtrosmgrntB.
She reeults of this eoetion of the study were need ae a
iZ
of Btendard^ng the externa to be uBCd for the investigation in
Section B. ox the peptclytic action of a number of strains of the
different types*
In addition to the standardisation o: the opt imam eondltione
for ih investigation pursued In "eoetion i* the results of this
study yielded the foi lag summarised facte ef independent
interest and importance*
1* She production ef amino compounds in broth cultures of
streptococci Looms to continue beyond the pariod of growth of
the culture* t Increase* occur , ecp. rith the
heme* stsci-., iter the c station of growth iu£ the period
of death of the ccIIl.
ft* a creator portion of the total increase in ammonia occurs
earlier in tho history of the culture tmaa in the case Sf the
acid increases. Is may indioate that ammonia produetlon is
oreociatod norc strictly v;ith the growth and aetlve life of

%*>.
streptococci VIM U ti.. aaaaaniatlaa of amino oompoun4t.
3. fme hamen vnA fee si. ma asalblt* ., o
ri-ion concentration w ?«0 to 8.0» The lastlS and
strains seea to prefer a som; of pH o.O to 7.0. 10 optima
pH sane for {rrorrth of the collr abroad the s^one In lihioa
occurred the greate I no nit regsa increase I e respective
©trains*
4« Th3 ability of tit cheese strain to split peptone is
inhibited to a less extent by H*icn concentrations approximating
pH 5#* ttem is - . the other type strains*
&• In broth of pH 4*5, the type strains exhibit tue
following order of aeid~t ;lf rase, lactic, bovine, and
taaan* th St strain • hi its a greater relative resistance
to the disinfectant action of this concentration of the H-ion
than would si xlm i'rosa edaparisoii of the Hfermentstion
limits* or final H-ion concentr? m exhibi: lueses broth
*y the bovine and lactic strains*
6. urther examples mm shed that show that the nHalting
initial - ncentrsti nsw for d Li. ©rent i^ypes ox sti oeoael
in pic in broth, do set *i» "aCjmen on limits*
in | lucoso broth*
7* 2ho rate oi growth of the lactic etreptoeoccue is retarded
to a Iolg extunt by lot/ Leapeaeturoe than is that of the hemolytie
type strains* m suae is false true its rate of amino aeid
product- c .
Ii ffasmples ars Xianiaaed which show that higher final
insrsases in amino nitx o#ea any occur at temperaturea lower than
that at vhioh the greatest rats of aalao aeld pradustion t kee
place*

» /.
9* roaperatures coaewnat above the optlam w y efioet the
final H-ioa concentration of glucose broth cultures of
streptococci.
10. m life processes oseee* sad bovine strains
to inhibited to a le xteat by a teaperatur 1° than are
those K lactic Bm 1 the
rat >x growth, the i ^optonc attack, the iinal
neentration, and the longevity of cultures of the
different strains, when incubated at this temperature.
1X» kt z torpor:'tore fr he i'inal anlno nitreg*
bw thj homely tie hnassi t uroptooooeus were conditioned by the sise
of the inoc.au- 7°, tho same Lmouulusi
v.ere apparent!
. .'.thout effect spssl total product:. >f amino
acids.
1: i Hi esc :n ef tite cheese at all of the
type strains proved aolo to attack peptone re successfully under
lev oxygen concentration*: i conditions*
lit tfc* study oi* the inilueace of nm^ntal condl tions
upon the diffe Iff! of etreptc .'. presents reaulte hieh
indicate that the- md che re better ted to
survive the conditions extant in fre h ailk in milk aad milk
products at later periods of I ^ndllr .
14. Bel cho? r c v.'.r .:--., i season ri Iti strikl g resist ass
to hi^h acidities and to long exposures to T invlroneer ts #
is rly adapt© to th? *txas£ or e-intence in tho Microbial
balaaoe of milk products. These relations nay explain its
appoerance In conrparat : vely large nunbero In certain I products,
even though it r-sro lnitieil; present in relt tiv . ly snail

£*,
Section i
Section 3 la concerned witn ao&eurocionts of the amino and
La compounds aioa are fosmsri by a larger camber of strains
of different typea of atreptoe >eoi when gxcmUig in p ptoac broth
wider ike onvi^oisscatal conditions established as options* for the
different otro tocoooi In S U The peptol^tic aetloa of
the laoo o lid cheese strains v^r© atu- ied at 1 0. in a pH sone
appro?,iuatelj that ef ireah milk; the pept io action of the
hemolytic hnman an6 bovi o etralna were atudieu at Z7* c. .in a
pH sone approximately thau of .load and of the usual bacteriological
?he results obtain* z&y be exusaarieed aa fcUccji ,
11. ouiti.-r- s of non-ii i la, hemcl.ti
and homo 1; tic tiastiti jwed variation
in the incroa; as in amino v nunonla nitre, ay different
atraina of the same type*
16* She increa^ee in amirs o tcritlblted bgr th£ oight
hemolytic mastiti 3 in in th ial pH 7«3, covered
approximately the eajse » ae that ahova by ssrenteen non-
h-MRclytlc sour milk or luetic etraina in err ial p
17. d?e& UK adorned larger I
In amino ultio^ hen the hemolytic mectit.s and na»»heaolytla
laetic strains*
lv . ith oertain eureptoeccci, increases in amino nltri
act be evident until site ruende Led of incubatlo. .
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